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Abstract
High dynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques enable the full range of light in a
scene to be captured, transmitted and displayed, eliminating under- and over-exposed
regions. Storing the full range of light typically requires 32 bits of information per colour
channel, four times larger than the 8 bits required for low dynamic range (LDR) data.
If HDR is to fulfil its potential in a wide variety of applications such as live broadcast
and interactive remote gaming, fast, efficient compression is required to provide HDR
video without major changes to existing communications infrastructure. A number
of methods have so far been proposed for HDR video compression, however they rely
on computationally expensive transformations to either split the video into multiple
8-bit streams or convert to a perceptually uniform domain. This thesis will address
the question of whether high-quality HDR video compression can be achieved in a
computationally efficient manner by introducing a number of novel techniques.
Initially, the power-law functions used by LDR video are extended to HDR data
to provide a straightforward and efficient solution to HDR compression. The Power
Transfer Function (PTF) is computationally inexpensive and an objective evaluation
shows that it provides improved compression quality at a thirtieth of the computational
cost of other leading methods while maintaining equivalent perceived quality.
Subsequently, information about the content and ambient environment at the display
are used to adaptively transform the compression method. A subjective evaluation
involving 40 participants demonstrates that the necessary peak luminance of content
is dependent on the ambient illumination of the display, and an objective evaluation
confirms that optimal compression is affected by the peak luminance. An adaptive
extension to PTF, Adaptive PTF (PTFa) is proposed using iterative optimisation to
calculate the ideal compression curve, gaining 2.88 VDP over non-adaptive PTF.
Finally, the computational performance of PTFa is improved by four orders of
magnitude to enable real-time compression with little decrease in quality through deep
learning. Predictive PTF (PTFp) utilises a model to predict the compression curved
based on the content, display and ambient environment.
This thesis demonstrates a fast, efficient method of general HDR video compression
which is extended to provide a fast, adaptive solution for content-specific compression.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To provide an equivalent perceptual stimulus to the real world has been the goal of
imaging since its inception. High dynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques enable
the full range of light in a scene to be captured, stored, processed, transmitted and
displayed. Without HDR imaging, information can be lost when a scene is captured,
manifesting as the under- and over-exposed regions of the image shown in Figure 1.1.
The human visual system (HVS) is capable of differentiating a range of contrast of
at least four orders of magnitude at any one moment [BAD+11; RHD+10]. It can adapt
however, to lighting conditions which span a range of at least nine orders of magnitude;
from dark stars on a moonless night (1× 10−3 cd/m2) to the sky on a bright, sunny day
(1× 106 cd/m2) [BAD+11]. Low dynamic range (LDR) imaging technology is limited to
capturing and storing a range of at most three orders of magnitude, while HDR imaging
can, in theory, represent any range of contrast. Figure 1.2 presents the range that HDR
technology can reproduce (at the time of writing).
32 bits of information per colour channel per pixel are typically sufficient to store the
full range of light in a scene, four times larger than the 8 bits available for storage with
LDR data. Uncompressed, a single, 1080p HDR image contains 24 MB of information
[BAD+11]. To fit within the bandwidth constraints of existing communications infra-
structure, the high volume of information provided by HDR imaging must be reduced.
The study of HDR compression methods is an answer to this problem. Figure 1.3
presents examples of the HDR content evaluated in this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
The traditional computer imaging format is to represent each colour channel, red, green
or blue, as a single byte of information. This format is easily portable, quick to compute
and each pixel only requires 3 bytes or 24 bits of information to represent. Even with
1
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(a) 30 s (b) 1 s (c) 1⁄30 s (d) Tone-mapped
Figure 1.1: Stanford Memorial Church with exposure times showing (a) over- and (c)
under-exposed regions of an LDR photograph along with (d) a tone-mapped HDR image
for comparison [DM97].
an alpha channel to represent opacity, each pixel can fit into a single word on a 32 bit
computer. LDR data are typically “gamma encoded” to account for the response of a
cathode ray tube (CRT) electron gun to voltage [Poy93]. A side-effect of this encoding
is the effect of reducing the visibility of noise or artefacts introduced into the signal.
This is achieved via the relation1, L = V 2.4, which provides an almost perceptually
uniform (PU) encoding over the range of luminances a CRT is capable of emitting, 1
to 100 cd/m2 [BAD+11]. Even with a PU encoding, the dynamic range LDR imaging
is capable of producing is 5.27 stops, assuming a γ of 2.4 and a 5% weber threshold
on the visibility of banding artefacts [BC15]. Given that the HVS can simultaneously
perceive a range of luminance of around 14 stops [BC15], LDR imaging is only capable
of producing a subset of what is perceptible. To capture, store and display a range of
information that meets, or even exceeds, that which the HVS can perceive, requires
HDR imaging.
Integer precision is not sufficient to store the range of information the HVS is
able to perceive, instead decimal data is required. However, fixed precision data is
unnecessary as, due to the contrast sensitivity of the HVS the difference between, for
example, 10,000.1 to 10,000.2 cd/m2 is not perceptible while the difference between 0.1
to 0.2 cd/m2 is. Instead, variable precision, or floating-point, data is more efficient. The
format of floating-point data that is most easily computable, IEEE 754 [IEE85], requires
32 bits of information per channel per pixel, therefore a Full-HD RGB image requires
24 MB. If a single image requires 24 MB, then a minute of HDR video at 30 fps requires
42 GB [BAD+11]. With the introduction of UltraHD, comprising 4k resolution and high
1Where L is the light emitted, and V is the voltage supplied.
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10−3
Moonless Night
10−2 100 104103 105
Bright SunlightLDR Display
HDR Display
Illumination (cd/m2)
Figure 1.2: Real world luminance levels with commodity displays for comparison
[RHD+10, Table 1.1].
(a) Jaguar (b) Seine (c) Fireplace 2 (d) Showgirl 1
Figure 1.3: Tone-mapped HDR content from (a) Warwick, (b) Technicolor [LLF13],
(c-d) Stuttgart [FGE+14].
frame rate video, the requirement increases to:
width
3840×
height
2160× 3
RGB channels
×
floating-point size
4 bytes× 60
frames per second
×
seconds
60 = 358.3 GB/min, (1.1)
therefore necessitating effective compression.
A number of methods have been proposed for HDR compression. To leverage the
coding efficiencies available, they typically rely on pre- and post-processing steps to
existing encoding schemes, such as JPEG [Wal92] and AVC [WSB+03]. Traditional
encoding schemes were limited to 8-bit data, therefore compression methods [WS06;
MEM+06; LK08] were required to split the data into multiple 8-bit streams.
The modern video encoding standards [SOH+12; MBG+13] have enabled the efficient
encoding of higher bit-depth information capable of storing HDR video in a single stream
[MND13; BC15; EMU16]. This has led to HDR compression finding applications in the
film industry [MND13; LFH14] and in broadcast television [BC15] but the solutions
provided rely on computationally complex compression functions or memory intensive
3
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look-up tables. The proposed solutions do not necessarily cater for live broadcast,
especially in computationally restricted environments such as mobile internet streaming,
remote gaming or broadcast hardware. For HDR imaging to fulfil its potential for use
in these environments, it is crucial that a computationally efficient codec is available
to provide high-quality compression. Improved computational efficiency of HDR video
compression would provide other benefits, such as improved battery life for mobile
devices or reduced hardware requirements in physical codecs.
During the development and standardisation of current proposals, little attention
has been paid towards some of the potential environments in which the content will be
consumed. The subjective viewing experiments for the MPEG HDR standardisation
[LFH15] have not, so far, been conducted in bright ambient environments. As HDR
imagery becomes more widespread, it is likely that the content will be viewed in a
wide range of environments, some of which will contain a high ambient illumination.
It is important that the increase in detail provided by HDR is perceptible in these
environments. To ensure the detail is visible, the luminance of the content may have
to be increased, however this may result in degradation of the final image quality.
To achieve the highest quality, the most appropriate encoding should be used at all
luminance levels at which the content may be viewed . The performance of existing
solutions should also be tested in such environments.
1.2 Research Question
Given the need for HDR compression and the computational expense of the current
proposed solutions, this thesis will answer the following primary research question:
Can the quality of computationally efficient High Dynamic Range video
compression be improved by adapting to the environment and display?
1.3 Methodology
As presented in Section 1.1, current proposals for HDR video compression are com-
putationally inefficient. For HDR video compression to be available on a wide range
of platforms, the ideal compression method would be both efficient and capable of
producing high-quality encoded video. An evaluation of existing methods in terms of
both quality and efficiency should include a new proposed method, designed with both
aspects in mind. The evaluation should look at the quality of the decoded HDR content,
with reference to the source content. Multiple comparison metrics are available which
provide an assessment of image quality, taking a reference image and a distorted image
4
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Figure 1.4: The methodology followed by this thesis.
for comparison. It is also important to understand how compression methods perform
in a range of scenarios. Different scenarios will likely have different requirements for the
quality of the compressed video, therefore the compressed video will be evaluated at a
range of quality settings and bit-rates. This will provide a graphical demonstration of
how the quality of each method changes with respect to the bit-rate to give an indication
of the encoding efficiency. The data on these graphs can be compared numerically
to produce pairwise comparisons of the relative efficiency of each method, and also
the reduction in bit-rate to achieve the same quality. The computational efficiency of
each method should be tested by calculating the duration of time required to compress
and decompress a video sequence. As many compression methods are implemented
as look-up tables to reduce their computational expense at the cost of an increased
memory requirement, an evaluation will compare the performance of the analytic imple-
mentations against the look-up tables. The performance of each method can also be
presented as the number of video frames per second it can compress and decompress,
this will demonstrate whether the proposed method is suitable for use in a real-time
environment such as live broadcast. This evaluation is presented in Chapter 3.
If the availability of high-quality, computationally efficient compression is demon-
strated, the environments in which HDR content will likely be viewed should be evaluated
to ensure that a high dynamic range is perceptible. The subjective evaluation will ask
participants to report the dynamic range that can be perceived on a display of a certain
luminance at a given ambient illumination. The evaluation will be performed at a range
of ambient illuminations that are typical for the locations in which HDR displays will
likely be employed. A range of display luminance levels will be tested to correspond with
the typical luminance of an LDR display, a current consumer HDR display, a high-end
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research HDR display and a prototype, next-generation HDR display. Charts containing
an image designed to evaluate the range that is perceptible will be displayed on the
screen and each participant asked to report the numbers of chart elements that they are
able to see. Each condition of chart, display luminance level and ambient illumination
will be viewed by multiple participants to eliminate bias. The results will be reported
as the dynamic range that is visible at a given display luminance level and ambient
illumination. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests will be conducted to ascertain whether
either independent variable (luminance level as brightness, illuminance) has a significant
effect on the dependent variable (dynamic range in stops). Assuming a significant effect,
the results of this evaluation will allow the required luminance to be calculated from the
dynamic range of the content and the ambient illumination of the environment. This
evaluation is presented in Chapter 4.
If the luminance required to perceive HDR is dependent on the ambient illumination,
the ability of HDR video compression methods to adjust to the required luminance
should be evaluated. The evaluation will compare the quality of existing methods at
a range of luminance levels, tested alongside a new proposed method which adapts to
the luminance of the content. The luminance levels chosen will reflect those available
across a range of LDR and HDR displays. Content will be adjusted to match the tested
luminance levels, and subsequently compressed and decompressed by the evaluated
methods. The resulting decoded images will be compared with the adjusted source
images using a range of quality metrics to provide an assessment of the compression
quality. The metric results will show whether the luminance of the content has an effect
on the quality of the compression method. They will also show whether compression
performance can be improved by adapting the method to the content and luminance.
The computational performance of the proposed method will also be evaluated to decide
whether adaptive compression can be used in real-time environment. This evaluation is
presented in Chapter 5.
If adaptive compression is required but the performance is not sufficient for use
in a real-time environment, then the final step is to optimise the adaption process.
The method identified for this is to create a model of the effects of various statistics
of the content, such as luminance, and dynamic range, on the compression method
required. Multiple techniques exist to create and fit the model, however regression and
neural networks have been identified as the most suitable. An evaluation will firstly
compare the predictions from the model against the ground-truth data, obtained from
the previously proposed adaptive method. If the error between the output of the model
and the ground-truth data is sufficiently small then predictions from the model will be
evaluated at a range of luminance levels and multiple metrics. The metrics will compare
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the luminance adjusted source images with the decoded output from the predicted
compression. The metric results will show whether the model is able to accurately
predict the required compression to produce high-quality output. The computational
performance of the prediction will also be evaluated to ascertain whether predictions
can be performed at the rate required for the use of adaptive compression in a real-time
environment. If the quality and performance are sufficient then high-quality real-time
adaptive compression will be possible in a broadcast environment. This evaluation is
presented in Chapter 6. The methodology followed is shown in Figure 1.4.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the background to the study of HDR video and the work related to
this thesis. The HDR processing pipeline is introduced, and each stage described,
including HDR capture; a broad overview of HDR compression techniques including
HDR image compression; HDR display including tone-mapping for LDR devices
and native HDR display. This chapter discusses the state-of-the-art in HDR video
compression and provides descriptions of current techniques.
Chapter 3 introduces the novel contribution of using Power Transfer Functions for
HDR video compression. A thorough objective evaluation of PTF is included in
which the method performs favourably against the state-of-the-art and a subjective
evaluation in which the limitations of the method become clear. This chapter
concludes with ideas on how to address the limitations which will be covered in
later chapters.
Chapter 4 presents the results of a subjective evaluation to discover the impact of
ambient illumination on the perceived detail visible on an HDR display. This
evaluation shows that the necessary peak luminance is variable dependent on the
ambient illumination and that content should be adjusted to guarantee the entire
range is visible. This provides motivation for the chapters that follow.
Chapter 5 proposes a novel method of optimising the compression curve based on
the content to provide adaptive compression. The content can be adjusted to
provide the luminance necessary to perceive the range contained, or to account
for scene-referred content, without an associated loss in compression quality.
Chapter 6 demonstrates that deep learning techniques can be used to train a model
to predict optimal values for compression. The resulting model is able to predict
7
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adaptive compression parameters at a rate required for live compression while
increasing objective quality over a fixed compression curve.
Chapter 7 provides a summary and conclusion to the thesis and presents suggestions
for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background & Related Work
This chapter will introduce the concepts required for an understanding of the work
presented in this thesis and the current state of the art in this field.
2.1 HDR Imaging
The techniques used in HDR imaging were originally introduced by Ward [War91],
Tumblin and Rushmeier [TR93], Mann and Picard [MP94], Debevec and Malik [DM97],
and Ward [War94] as a method of recovering the real world radiance of a scene from
captured photographs.
2.2 Terminology
A few terms are necessary to understand the content of this thesis however this is
not intended to be an exhaustive list of photogrammetric terminology. Banterle et al.
[BAD+11] covers photogrammetry in more detail. The terms are defined as follows.
Radiant Power (Φ) is the amount of energy emitted by an object over time, measured
in joules per second (J/s) or watts (W). Sometimes known as flux density or luminosity,
it is given by the equation:
Φe =
Ωe
dt
. (2.1)
Radiance (Le) is the amount of Radiant Power emitted from, travelling through,
or received at a point from a given direction, measured in watts per steradian per
square meter (W sr−1 m−2), via a particular direction. Luminance (Lv) is frequently
used instead to denote the amount of Radiant Power received at a point from a given
9
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direction, measured in candela per square metre (cd/m2), and is often referred to by
the term nit. Both define the same physical quantity and share the equation:
Le,v =
d2Φe
dAe cos θdω
. (2.2)
Irradiance (Ee) is the amount of energy received on a surface (A), measured in watts
per square metre (W/m2), and is given by the equation:
Ee =
dΦe
dAe
. (2.3)
Range is taken to mean the ratio between brightest and darkest luminance values
present. This is also known as contrast ratio (CR).
Lmax : Lmin, (2.4a)
CR =
Lmax
Lmin
, (2.4b)
where Lmin is the minimum luminance value and Lmax is the maximum luminance
value. If Lmin is 0 then the CR of the image is infinite so typically the first non-zero
value is used instead.
Dynamic Range
Bit-depth Contrast Ratio Stops dB
8 256 : 1 8 48.16
10 1,024 : 1 10 60.21
12 4,096 : 1 12 72.25
14 16,384 : 1 14 84.29
16 65,536 : 1 16 96.33
Table 2.1: The relationship between bit-depth,
contrast ratio, stops and decibels.
Dynamic range (DR) is defined
as the logarithm of the range where
the log base differs on the field and
use.
Stops are the base-2 representa-
tion of dynamic range. The unit is
most frequently used to measure DR
in cinema. It is calculated as follows:
stops = log2
(
Lmax
Lmin
)
. (2.5)
An increase of 1 stop equates to a
doubling of luminance. For example, the difference in luminance from 2 cd/m2 to
16 cd/m2 is 3 stops and the difference in luminance from 32 cd/m2 to 256 cd/m2 is also
3 stops. This exponential growth is useful because it relates closely to how luminance is
perceived by the HVS, known as the Weber-Fechner law [Web34; Fec38].
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The term stop in imaging is closely related to the term f-stop in photography where
it is the ratio of the focal length to the diameter of aperture. On a camera lens it allows
control of the amount of light passing through the aperture and on to the sensor. The
control of f-stops on a camera is via the iris which closes over the sensor reducing the
area by half with each f-stop.
Exposure value (EV) is sometimes used instead of stops as an increase of 1 EV
also equates to a doubling of luminance. In photography, the term EV represents a
combination of shutter speed and f-stop. Like stops it is dimensionless.
Decibels (dB) can alternatively be used to measure dynamic range as a base-10
representation of the ratio from the maximum value to the minimum value which in
imaging systems is peak brightness and the noise level respectively. This term is more
commonly used by digital sensor manufacturers. A decibel is defined as follows:
dB = 20 log10
Nmax
RMSnoise
, (2.6)
where Nmax is the peak signal value and RMSnoise is the root mean squared value of
the noise floor. For example if the maximum luminance is 512 cd/m2 and the root mean
squared noise level is 2 cd/m2 then the image contains ≈ 48 dB of range or 8 stops. The
relationship between bit-depth, stops and decibels is shown in Table 2.1.
2.2.1 Low Dynamic Range, Extended Dynamic Range and High Dy-
namic Range
Term Stops
LDR [ 0, 8 )
EDR [ 8, 16 )
HDR [ 16, ∞ )
Table 2.2: Dynamic range terms as defined by MPEG [LFH14].
The imaging systems that are in most frequent use today can typically store 8 bits of
data per colour channel, using an additive system to achieve a dynamic range of 28 : 1
or 8 stops. Some new displays can display 10 bit data. The SDI video interface accepts
a 10 bit signal and the raw sensor data available from high-end DSLR cameras, such as
the Canon 5D Mk.III, works with 14 bit data [Can14].
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With the recent push in the field by communities such as the MPEG to increase
dynamic range in digital cinema, the terms LDR (also known as SDR) and HDR are
gaining the standardised meanings defined in Table 2.2.
2.3 HDR Pipeline
Figure 2.1: The HDR pipeline [BAD+11].
There are four main stages in the HDR pipeline: acquisition, storage and transmission,
processing, and display [BAD+11]. Since the problems associated with storage and
transmission are related, they can be treated as a single problem. Figure 2.1 shows the
pipeline used for HDR imaging.
2.3.1 Acquisition
There are multiple ways of acquiring HDR imagery, for example through photography
or rendered by computer graphics systems. Each are separate fields of study, however
there is some crossover in techniques.
2.3.1.1 Rendering
Computers have been used to create images entirely via algorithms since the 1960’s
[App68]. The main techniques are rasterisation, ray-tracing and path-tracing, and
radiosity. All can generate HDR imagery, however it is path-tracing and radiosity, in
their attempt to accurately model the transportation of light, that are placed in a
unique position to generate high-quality HDR imagery.
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2.3.1.2 Photography
(a) 1⁄4000 s (b) 1⁄500 s (c) 1⁄60 s
(d) 1⁄8 s (e) 1 s (f) Tone mapped HDR
Figure 2.2: Multiple LDR exposures of the same scene (a-e) for merging into an HDR
image (f), tone mapped for presentation [Sel13].
To capture real-world scenes in HDR, novel techniques have been developed as well as
specialist and custom hardware.
Mann and Picard [MP94] were the first to publish a method on merging multiple
LDR images to create an HDR image. The paper presented the concept of a continuous
luminance space as floating-point data in which all of the LDR images can be represented.
However the method was rather naïve in its treatment of the camera response function
(CRF) providing only a limited method of recovery and with little consideration for
image noise [DM97].This is known as multiple exposure capture since the images are
usually captured at a range of different brightnesses or EVs. Figure 2.2 shows a sample
sequence and the resulting HDR image.
A weighting function, shown in Figure 2.3, is applied to pixels in each image so that
only well exposed sections of each image are combined to form the final HDR image.
There are drawbacks in combining multiple images to generate an HDR image which are
that the scene to be captured must not move in any way in the time when the images
are taken otherwise misalignment will occur in the final image. These are known as
ghosting artefacts or ghosts.
The transfer function used inside the camera must be obtained in order to gain an
accurate ratio between the pixels in each image and produce an output image in which
monotonically increasing scene luminance is accurately represented as monotonically
increasing image values. This function is known as the CRF since it describes how the
camera responds to input luminance. The advantage of doing multiple exposure capture
13
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Figure 2.3: Multiple exposure merge weighting functions. Shown are a triangle function,
a broad hat function, a typical Mitsunaga and Nayar [MN99] (M-N) weighting function,
and the best solution which is a multiplication of the hat function and the M-N weighting
function [RHD+10, p. 151].
is that any camera may be used and therefore this method of capture is available to
a wide range of people as no special hardware is required, only software to merge the
images. This single feature is responsible for the quantity of HDR photography available
and has, in a large part, helped the growth of the field in the last few years.
Debevec and Malik [DM97] demonstrated a robust solution for recovering the CRF
and calculating accurate radiance from both digital cameras and scanned from film
cameras. The method effectively computes the CRF from samples at each pixel and a
linear optimisation to minimise the mean squared error and fill in the unknown segments.
The weighting function is denoted by w(z), g is the logarithm of the inverse CRF and
O is the objective function in the following equations:
w(z) =
z − Zmin for z ≤ 12(Zmin + Zmax)Zmax − z for z > 12(Zmin + Zmax) , (2.7a)
g (Zij) = ln f
−1 (Zij) , (2.7b)
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O =
N∑
i=1
P∑
j=1
{w (Zij) [g(Zij)− lnEi − ln ∆tj ]}2
+ λ
Zmax−1∑
z=Zmin+1
[
w(z)g′′(z)
]2
, (2.7c)
where Zij is the recorded pixel at image position i and exposure j, Ei is the irradiance
value, ∆tj is the exposure time, λ related the smoothness term to the fitting term and
g′′ is the second derivative of g to ensure smoothness. The paper treats each colour
channel as a separate problem however that is rarely the case in colour transformations,
however it does yield acceptable results in practice.
Mitsunaga and Nayar [MN99] improved upon the previous work in the field by
providing a method of obtaining the true response function with high regard for noise
and improved automatic calibration. The method produces a polynomial approximation
of the CRF with the advantage of devising the exact exposure ratios. This is useful
when the exposure and aperture are not provided by the camera as required by [DM97].
A method of deriving the CRF from the image histograms was presented by [GN02].
The use of histograms instead of patches brings with it the property of matching even
with modest scene and camera motion.
Figure 2.4: DSC Labs Xyla-21 chart
[DSC14].
Nayar and Mitsunaga [NM00] propose
a method of capturing HDR from a single
sensor by placing a mask over the sensor
in order to reduce transmittance over cer-
tain pixels thereby lowering the exposure
spatially. This method reduces the res-
olution of the image in order to increase
the DR. It requires a fine filter mesh to be
placed in front of the sensor and accurately
aligned with the sensing elements. Cho
et al. [CKL14] proposed a similar method
that utilised the rolling shutter of many
cameras to alternate between exposure times, however this too reduces the vertical
resolution of the captured data. It is similar to work included in the Magic Lantern
firmware for Canon cameras which achieved the same technique by varying the sensor
gain for alternate rows of pixels. Another “inventive” method is to search the internet
for differently exposed images of the same scene and then align and merge them to
boost the DR [JPR14].
To ascertain the details of the CRF, the captured range can be measured using a
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dynamic range chart such as the DSC Xyla 21 [DSC14], shown in Figure 2.4. Panoramic
cameras are ideally suited to HDR imagery capture as the wide angle will frequently
capture objects in direct sunlight in the same scene as objects in shadow and often the
sun itself. Also the long exposure time allowed by panoramic capture means the all
objects can be well exposed. The SpheronVR SceneCam [Sph14] is a good example of
one such camera and can capture a dynamic range of 26 stops, another is the Civetta
360 which cans capture 28 stops [Wei14].
Deghosting is the technique of removing mis-alignment in the image caused by
movement between the captured exposures. Two types of ghosting artefacts can occur in
multiple exposure HDR imaging, global registration errors and local registration errors.
Global registration errors come from a change in the camera position or direction, or
camera shake. It can be mostly avoided by using a tripod although sometimes in the
creation of video that requirement is too restrictive and other measures must be taken.
Ward [War03] proposed an algorithm to quickly register multiple LDR images before
merging to create an HDR image. The idea is to segment each image into what is
called a mean threshold bitmap (MTB) by calculating which pixels had a luminance
above or below a threshold value, shown in Figure 2.5. The threshold value is set as
the median of the overall brightness which gives the algorithm the usual property of
exposure invariance. The search for the correct alignment can be done with either brute
force within a defined region, gradient descent to find the local minima or by computing
an image pyramid which is likely to find the global minima within a defined region.
The method is fast because it does not allow for the resampling of the image however it
cannot account for rotation between LDR images without modification.
A more robust solution based on MTB was proposed by Grosch [Gro06]. It uses a
simplex optimisation of rotation and translation and is similar to a method previously
taken by Jacobs et al. [JWL05] but is optimised for use with graphics hardware. In
their influential paper Kang et al. [KUW+03] presented a motion estimation alignment
technique that could account for both camera and object movement. Based on the
work of Lucas and Kanade [LK81], it used an off-line motion vector that was computed
between consecutive frames for each pixel.
Local registration errors arise when subsections of the image have moved between
each exposure, such as people or cars moving inside the frame. Figure 2.6 shows an
example. It can be thought of as two separate problems, ghost detection and ghost
removal.
A number of algorithms are available to detect ghosts so they can be removed later.
Other techniques treat the problem of ghost detection and removal as one and provide
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(a) Individual expos-
ures
(b) Edge bitmaps (c) Mean threshold bit-
maps
Figure 2.5: (a) Unaligned exposures of an Italian stairwell, (b) incorrectly matched edge
bitmaps and (c) correctly matched mean threshold bitmaps [War03].
an integrated solution to the problem.
Variance of the exposures can be used to detect ghosts. Regions effected by movement
are likely to have a high variance where the variance is taken to be the maximum from
the 3 colour channels [SS12]. The ghost map can be obtained by computing a variance
image (VI) and then testing it against a threshold [JWL05]. Where the dynamic object
and the background are a similar colour the variance based method will fail to detect
ghosting. To counter this a local neighbourhood entropy map can be calculated from a
local histogram for each LDR image.
Gallo et al. [GGC+09] present a method of detecting ghosted regions using the
RANSAC algorithm [FB81]. The method is based on the assumption that the intensity
values in 2 images at any location are related by their exposure times. Any location
that deviates from the relationship must either be a ghost or is saturated and therefore
can be ignored. The algorithm uses patches in order to tolerate noise in the image. The
least saturated image is taken to be the reference then RANSAC is used to find the
line of best fit through log intensities of the current image plotted against the reference
image. The percentage of outliers is calculated using a distance threshold and if the
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percentage is higher than a predefined threshold the patch is affected by a ghost. Gallo
et al. set the distance threshold to 0.75 and a 40× 40 patch is affected by a ghost if the
percentage is outliers is greater than 0.5 % of the patch’s size.
Joint probability densities can be used to roughly detect ghost regions [HLL+11],
then refine the regions using an iterative energy minimisation based on graph-cuts.
Like in previous methods joint intensity histograms are created to show the correlation
between multiple exposures. After each iteration each join histogram is convolved with
a gaussian filter, 5 × 5 in the method by Heo et al. [HLL+11], and renormalised to
represent a probably density function.
Motion estimation can account for both camera movement and local object movement
in the frame. Kang et al. [KUW+03] proposed a method which uses motion estimation
and gradient-based optical flow to warp pixels from each exposure into a single, consistent
image. In their method, global motion between two exposures is first found by estimating
an affine transform that remaps an exposure Lk onto exposure Lk+1. Then a local
motion field is computed via a gradient-based optical flow technique. The difference
between Lk and Lk+1 provides a ghost map however this method implicitly provides
both ghost detection and removal. Motion estimation techniques are based on the
brightness consistency assumption which does not hold when multiple exposures are
used so the LDR images must be transformed into the radiance domain by use of the
camera response function. Granados et al. [GKT+13] provide a method of ghost removal
by creating a model of the noise in the image and then estimating the likelihood that
a pair of colours in differently exposed images are the same irradiance. A single LDR
source is used where motion is detected however the method is capable of dealing with a
large displacement for objects in the source images where motion estimation would fail.
The method works by first aligning the images to remove small camera displacement
such as shake. To do this the images are registered using RANSAC from a sparse
set of SURF feature-point matches [BET+08]. With the images aligned the method
identifies a consistent subset of pixels at each location, much like the variance detection
method, based on the noise distribution which is derived from the camera and exposure
settings and can be modelled by a gaussian distribution. The use of a consistent subset
requires no reference image need be selected and so the algorithm is more accurate at
ascertaining the true background for the scene. The method may even generate multiple
ghost-free images so a final HDR image is selected so ghost regions do not overlap and
the image has the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
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(a) 1⁄500 s (b) 1⁄60 s (c) 1⁄15 s
(d) Naïve merging (e) Ghosting detected (f) Ghosts removed
Figure 2.6: (a-c) 3 LDR images from a set of 7 containing an outdoor scene traversed
by a cyclist [SS12], (d) naïve HDR merging showing multiple ghosts in the result, (e)
the detected ghost map, (f) ghost free HDR image computed by the method described
in [SPS+09].
(a) HDRv, courtesy of Spheron VR Ag.
(b) CamCube.
Figure 2.7: HDR video cameras.
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2.3.1.3 Video capture
The film industry is the main force behind the development of new commercial video
cameras. The move from analogue to digital capture caused a reduction in the DR
available as early digital camera and storage technology did not allow for a high DR. This
left space for prototype camera systems to be developed by small volume manufacturers
such as HDRC CamCube [HDR17] and Spheron VR, who’s HDRv camera is capable of
capturing 20 stops, examples are shown in Figure 2.7.
In recent years the demand for HDR imagery has increased and the commercial
camera industry has caught up with research and many camera manufacturers are
building cameras that can capture in HDR. The Red Epic [Red14] can capture 18 stops,
the ARRI Alexa [Arr17] can capture 14.5 stops, the Sony F65 [Son14] can capture
14 stops, examples shown in Figure 2.8.
(a) Red Epic
Mysterium-X
(b) Arri Alexa XT (c) Arri Amira (d) Sony F65
Figure 2.8: HDR cinema cameras.
Professional cinema cameras come with a large price tag and therefore, a need for
more reasonable cost HDR camera systems is present. The Magic Lantern firmware for
Canon EOS cameras [Mag14] can partially fulfil this need. However, there is a trade
off to be made for using low cost systems such as Magic Lantern. Although raw data
from the sensor is available from the Canon, the 5D Mk. III only achieves ≈ 11.6 stops
from 14 bit data showing that the data is expanded to cover all the bits. To improve
the DR the camera is capable of capturing, Magic Lantern employs other methods such
as multiple exposures and ISO interlacing to boost the DR.
Beam splitting is the process of splitting the light entering the camera into separate
beams using semi-transparent mirrors then irradiating multiple standard camera sensors
[KGB+14]. Beam splitting cameras do still suffer from alignment issues similar to those
found in multiple exposure ghosting however the misalignment is fixed. Algorithms
have been developed to fix the alignment issues in real-time [KGB+14]. Another issue
with beam split capture is that light is removed from the brightest sensor to provide
information for the darker sensors. The reduction in light for the brightest sensor results
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in a dark frame overall, potentially hampering low light performance.
2.3.2 Storage
64 32 16 0 bit
Double1 11 52
Single1 8 23
Half1 5 10
Sign Exponent Mantissa
Figure 2.9: Half, single and double precision floating-point bit layouts as described by
the IEEE 754-2008 [IEE08] standard.
Once acquired, the digital HDR image must be converted in a format suitable for storage
and subsequent distribution. The native representation for processing HDR data is
called floating-point. Floating-point is used as the location of the decimal point in the
number representation is variable, this gives a fixed number of significant binary digits,
but variable precision. IEEE 754 is the standard for floating-point [IEE08] and has 16,
32 and 64 bit variants. The dynamic range that can be represented by the 32 bit variant
is 3.4× 10
38
1.18× 10−38 ≈ 254 stops. The move from 24 bits per pixel (bpp) for LDR imagery to
96 BPP for full precision HDR imagery results in a 4 fold increase in information stored.
This means that a standard RGB 1920×1080 resolution image requires:
width
1920×
height
1080× 3
RGB channels
×
floating-point size
4 bytes = 24.8 MB (2.8)
of storage space. The value, n, stored by a floating-point number is given by the formula:
n = (−1)s
1 + b(m)∑
i=1
mb(m)−i2−i
× 2e−(2b(e)−1−1), (2.9)
where s is the sign bit, e is the exponent and m is the mantissa and b(x) is the number
of bits in x.
The inherent issue with HDR imaging is the storage required. Various compressed
HDR image formats have therefore been proposed. For static imagery, the most common
of which are OpenEXR and Radiance HDR.
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2.3.2.1 Radiance HDR Format
Ward [War91] proposed an image format (.hdr) which became the native format for
the Radiance Lighting Simulation and Rendering System [War94]. Each pixel contains
32 BPP comprised of three 8 bit red, green and blue channels plus an 8 bit shared
exponent. Alternatively, the format can store three channels containing data in the CIE
XYZ colour space plus a shared exponent [War11, p. 28]. Radiance images can encode
a DR of ≈ 3.4× 1038
1.18× 10−38 ≈ 254 stops using the equations:
E = dlog2(max(Rw, Gw, Bw)) + 128e , (2.10a)
Rm =
⌊
256Rw
2E−128
⌋
, (2.10b)
Gm =
⌊
256Gw
2E−128
⌋
, (2.10c)
Bm =
⌊
256Bw
2E−128
⌋
, (2.10d)
and can be decoded using the equations:
Rw =
Rm + 0.5
256
2E−128, (2.11a)
Gw =
Gm + 0.5
256
2E−128, (2.11b)
Bw =
Bm + 0.5
256
2E−128, (2.11c)
where [RGB]w are the original values, [RGB]m are the encoded mantissas and E is the
encoded exponent.
Radiance has the advantage of being 2⁄3 the size of an OpenEXR image however it
loses accuracy if there is not a close correlation between the values in the three channels
due to the shared exponent.
2.3.2.2 OpenEXR Format
Industrial Light & Magic, a subsidiary of Lucasfilm, introduced the OpenEXR (.exr)
image format in 1999 [Ind14]. Initially aimed at the special effects industry, it has
gained significant traction in the field of computer graphics due to its support for
HDR images. Initially the half-precision float-point data-type was supported however
development on the format has continued and now single-precision float-point and 32 bit
integer images are also available. A wide variety of lossless and lossy compression
methods are available ranging from basic lossless compression via run-length encoding to
wavelet based compression and blocked-based JPEG-like compression for HDR images.
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Assuming the half-float depth, each pixel is comprised of red, green and blue channels
and will take 48 bits, with 1 sign bit, 5 exponent bits and 10 mantissa bits. This will
allow a stored range of ≈ 65,504
6.10× 10−5 ≈ 30 stops with a relative error of < 5% and a
step-size of < 0.1%. The precision afforded by EXRs is enough for many applications
and they have grown in popularity to become one of the most used HDR image formats.
The maximum value that can be stored as a half-precision floating-point is 65,504
limiting OpenEXRs use for absolute graded imagery.
The compression methods available in OpenEXR can be slow to decode making it
difficult to use for video sequences unlike other formats such as the PFM.
2.3.2.3 Point Float Map
Point float maps (.pfm) are the most frequently used uncompressed HDR file format.
The format is simply an array of IEEE 754 single precision floating-point in a row-major
packed format. The data is preceded by a simple header identifying whether the data is
monochrome or 3-channel RGB, the resolution of the image, the absolute scale of the
data and whether the data is stored in a big-endian or little endian format. An example
header is as follows:
PF
1920 1080
-1.0
where “PF” signifies full colour data, as opposed to “Pf” for monochrome, a resolution of
1920 pixels in the horizontal direction and 1080 in the verticle, and where the absolute
value of -1.0 signifies the data requires no scaling and the negative sign signifies
little-endian byte order.
PFMs are presented as they are often required for storing absolute graded images
with high precision.
2.3.2.4 LogLUV TIFF Format
The multi-purpose Tagged Image File Format (.tiff) has extensions for the storage of
HDR content. The most popular of which, LogLuv, uses the CIE LUV colour space
with a logarithm taken of the luminance [Lar98]. 24 and 32 bit variants of LogLuv are
available in LogLuv TIFF encoding. However, the 24 bit version is used infrequently as
it involves a lookup table to calculate [uv]e. Only the 32 bit version will be explained in
detail.
LogLUV separates the input into luminance and chrominance (Y u′v′) using the CIE
LUV perceptually uniform colour space. 16 bits are allocated for the Le and 8 bits for
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ue and ve resulting in 32 BPP. The data is stored using the equations:
Le = b256 (log2 Y + 64)c , (2.12a)
ue =
⌊
410u′
⌋
, (2.12b)
ve =
⌊
410v′
⌋
, (2.12c)
and the data is retrieved using the equations:
Y = 2
Le+0.5
256
−64, (2.13a)
u′ =
⌊ ue
410
⌋
, (2.13b)
v′ =
⌊ ve
410
⌋
, (2.13c)
where Y u′v′ are the original CIE LUV values and [Luv]e are the encoded values.
Conversion to Y u′v′ is from CIE xyY with the following equations:
u′ =
4x
−2x+ 12y + 3 , (2.14a)
v′ =
9y
−2x+ 12y + 3 . (2.14b)
Conversion to CIE xyY from CIE 1931 XY Z is calculated with the following equations:
x =
X
X + Y + Z
, (2.15a)
y =
Y
X + Y + Z
, (2.15b)
and conversion from RGB to CIE XY Z is performed with a matrix calculated from the
primaries of the RGB colour space.
2.3.2.5 JPEG-HDR
Work has been undertaken to store HDR data in standard JPEG files [WS06]. The
data is stored backwards-compatible manner such that when viewed with a standard
LDR image viewer the user will see a tone mapped version of the image, whereas when
viewed with a JPEG-HDR aware viewer the user will see the same image but with the
HDR data visible.
The LDR image data is tone mapped with either a global or a local tone-mapping
operator, see Section 2.3.3.1, chosen at the discretion of the user, then the original HDR
image is divided by the tone mapped image to create a ratio image as shown in the
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equation:
RI(x, y) =
L(HDR(x, y))
L(TM(x, y))
, (2.16)
where RI(x, y) is the ratio image at pixel x and y, HDR is the original HDR image,
TM is the tone mapped image and L is a function to compute the luminance. The
original HDR image can be recomposed by inverting Equation (2.16) to multiply the
tone mapped image by the luminance stored in the ratio image.
The ratio image can be further compressed by downsampling and run length encoding.
More recently JPEG-HDR was extended to allow for a wider colour gamut [JNT+13]
which has be become part of the new JPEG-XT standard [AMR+15].
2.3.3 Display
The last stage in the HDR pipeline is presenting the content to the user. There are
two ways of doing this. One is to convert the HDR content into a format that can be
displayed on an LDR display, a process known as tone-mapping. The other is to display
the HDR content on a display that can natively reproduce information with a high DR.
2.3.3.1 Tone-mapped Display
Tone mapping is an operation that converts the data in an HDR image into an LDR
image ready for display. The aim of a good tone-mapping operator (TMO) is to try
and represent the characteristics of the original HDR image, such as global and local
contrast, high frequency detail, etc., in an LDR image [BAD+11]. Tone-mapping and
TMOs were introduced by [TR93] and are defined mathematically as:
f(I) : Rwhci =⇒ Dwhci , (2.17)
where f(I) is the TMO on image I, w is the width, h is the height and c is the colour
channels in the image.
The LDR image is typically comprised of 8 bit integers with the range [0, 255]
therefore quantising the data into discrete steps. However, theoretically any depth
output can be used with more or less compression taking place. Two classes of TMOs
exist: global TMOs apply the same transformation to every pixel using information that
is consistent for the whole image, while local TMOs take into account local variations
in content to try and retain as much local contrast as possible.
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Global Tone-mapping Operators retain the global contrast in the image at the
expense of reducing the local contrast. Some TMOs scan the image in a first pass to
calculate statistics for how much compression is needed and produce a best-fit function
from the input to the output. While other TMOs use the same function irrespective of
input and are therefore deterministic with regards to a specific input pixel, hence the
output will not be affected by the range in the input and the TMO will be temporally
stable. This can be a useful property to have if the tone mapped image is to then be
introduced into a temporal structure such as a video. Global TMOs have the property of
being invertible so the original range can be retrieved with only the few global statistics
used to compress the image needed. The disadvantage of global TMOs is that local
contrast and fine detail can be lost due to the quantisation.
Local Tone-mapping Operators retain the local contrast in the image at the
expense of reducing or eliminating the broad, low-frequency contrast changes in the
image. The image is divided into small blocks and statistics are generated to compress
the local content. Contrast between neighbouring pixels is better retained however at
object boundaries artefacts such as halos can occur as the local statistics are transferred
across edges. Local TMOs are difficult to invert as every pixel would require individual
meta-data to restore its luminance. They are also computationally much more expensive
as each small region requires statistics to be generated, and introducing temporal
stability is difficult.
2.3.3.2 Native HDR Display
Native HDR requires novel techniques for both processing and display. LDR imaging
systems cannot handle HDR without introducing artefacts such as banding and LDR
displays do not have the peak luminance or the black level to present a HDR image.
Projection was used to construct the first HDR display. A projector was used to
beam light through a front LCD panel. The projector had the colour wheel removed
to produce a monochrome beam with a three times increase in luminance. The light
was collimated via a lens and then passed through a front LCD panel to provide the
final picture. The projector provided the first modulation stage and the LCD panel
provided the second. This setup, shown in Figure 2.10a, was able to achieve a minimum
luminance of 0.54 cd/m2 and a maximum luminance of 2,700 cd/m2 [SHS+04] to give a
DR of 12.3 stops.
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(a) HDR projector display [SHS+04] (b) BrightSide DR37-P
(c) Sim2 HDR47E Solar 4K [SIM15] (d) Dolby Vision reference monitor.
Figure 2.10: Early native HDR displays
An LED Backlit HDR display was first developed by Seetzen et al. [SHS+04]. It
was based on an LED back panel (instead of a projector) which passed light through
a front LCD panel. 760 LEDs were mounted behind a 18.1” screen however the close
proximity of the LED did not cause a problem due to a veiling luminance effect in
the HVS [SWW03] which reduces the detail visible in dark areas in close proximity to
bright areas because of a scattering effect on light inside the eye. The system produced
a maximum luminance of 8,500 cd/m2 and a minimum luminance of 0.03 cd/m2 on a
checkerboard pattern with squares larger than 20 mm for a DR of 18.1 stops.
The technology developed by Seetzen et al. was developed into a product by Bright-
Side Technologies, and released as the DR37-P, shown in Figure 2.10b. This display
contained 1,380 LEDs behind a 37” LCD panel and produced a maximum luminance of
3,000 cd/m2 and a minimum luminance of 0.015 cd/m2 for a DR of 17.6 stops.
BrightSide Technologies was acquired by Dolby in 2007 but the technology was
provided to SIM2 and developed by them into the HDR47E Solar 4K [SIM15], shown
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in Figure 2.10c, the first commercial HDR display. It supports a resolution of 1080p
and using 2,202 LEDs and a 47” LCD front panel is capable of a maximum luminance
of 4,000 cd/m2 and a minimum luminance of 0.4 cd/m2 for a DR of 13.29 stops. The
HDR47E improves upon previous display technology by being air cooled, rather than
water cooled in the case of the DR37-P, having a much longer life and by a reduced
power usage of < 1.5 kW. It also uses a standard video connection along with a custom
data format, based on LogLuv and chroma subsampling, which allows it to be used
without any additional custom hardware. SIM2 have increased the maximum luminance
capable of being produced by the HDR47E series first to 6,000 cd/m2 commercially
available displays and more recently to a 10,000 cd/m2 prototype.
With the standardisation of HDR by MPEG, commercial display manufacturers
have begun to release consumer displays capable of reproducing HDR imagery. The
Samsung JS9800 is capable of emitting 1,500 cd/m2 at a 4k resolution with a Rec.2020
colour gamut [Sam16]. The Panasonic TX-65DX902B is capable of emitting 1,250 cd/m2
[Pan17a] while the Sony KD-65ZD9BU is capable of reproducing content at up to
1,180 cd/m2 [Son17b].
Organic LED (OLED) displays are the final method of displaying HDR content.
OLED screens have no backlight to modulate, the light is created and emitted by a front
panel of OLEDs. OLED screens are not capable of reaching the same peak brightness
as LED backlit HDR displays, they are however capable of reach a lower black level
and therefore create a higher DR than LED displays. The Sony KD-65A1 [Son17a] can
emit a peak luminance of 1,000 cd/m2 while the Panasonic TX-65EZ1002B can emit a
peak luminance of 665 cd/m2 [Pan17b].
2.4 Video Compression
There are two broad approaches to HDR video compression: one-stream, and two-
stream. Two-stream, or legacy, encoding methods [WS06; MEM+06; LK08] convert
HDR data into two, 8-bit streams for encoding with traditional LDR video encoders.
These methods typically provide a backwards compatible layer containing tone-mapped
information to allow a representation of the HDR content to be viewed in LDR using a
standard video player. The second layer contains the residual information needed to
combine with an inverse tone-mapped [BDA+09] interpretation of the LDR layer to
recontruct original HDR image. A metadata layer is also frequently used to guide the
inverse tone-mapping and reduce the size of the residual layer, at the expense of the
size of the metadata.
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One-stream, or high bit-depth, methods [GT11; MND13; Bor14] utilise the efficient
encoding of high bit-depth (> 10-bit) information by more recent video encoding
methods [WSB+03; SOH+12; MBG+13]. These methods typically apply a perceptually
uniform (PU) encoding to the HDR data either before or after is it converted into a de-
correlated colour space before being quantised at the base-band bit-depth and encoded
as a video bit-stream. A metadata stream frequently accompanies the video data to
enable post-processing software to reverse the PU encoding and scale the HDR video to
the appropriate luminance. The metadata is often embedded into the video bit-stream
as supplementary enhancement information (SEI) messages, which are provided for in
the HEVC standard [SOH+12].
The content provided to the HDR compression method can be one of two formats,
scene-referred or display-referred [RHD+10]. Scene-referred information contains the
luminance values of the source, whether that is captured, rendered or graded during
post-processing. This give the display the maximum flexibility to display the content as
true-to-life as possible. The advantage of scene-referred data is that no assumptions
about the capabilities of the display are made, and that the information retains many
properties of the source environment, providing more information to the viewer about
content. The disadvantage is that processing is needed to adjust the data to match
what the display is capable of. This could simply be a case of scaling the content to the
peak luminance of the display, however this may not fit well with the artistic intend of
the content creator. Taking into account the ambient environment at the display could
well provide an improved viewing experience at the cost of increased processing.
Display-referred information contains luminance values that should be emitted by
the display. The encoded values have no relation to those captured but instead represent
the content creators understanding of the luminance that should be seen by the viewer.
Little post-processing should occur at the display to account for display peak luminance
or ambient conditions. The advantage of display-referred data is that the content creator
gets to chose exactly what will be seen by the viewer. However, the disadvantage is
that if the display is not one expected by the creator or the conditions in the viewing
environment are not ideal, the impression given by the content may be substantially
different from that intended.
2.4.1 One-Stream
One-stream, sometimes known as single-stream, HDR video compression methods rely
on a transfer function (TF) to create a mapping from real-world luminance values to
the integer luma values at the given bit-depth for the video encoder.
Transfer functions typically provide one of two mappings, from real-world values to
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encoded values, or from encoded values to real-world values. An opto-electronic transfer
function (OETF) takes real-world luminance values as an input and converts them
into the values to be passed to the video encoder. An electro-optical transfer function
(EOTF) reserves this operation by taking values from the video decoder and converting
that to those for display.
2.4.1.1 Perceptual Quantizer
The Perceptual Quantizer (PQ) [MND13] is based on fitting a polynomial function
to the peaks in the Barten model for contrast sensitivity [Bar92] as they vary with
spatial frequency and over a range of luminances, L ∈ 0.001, 0.01, . . . , 10,000 cd/m2.
The method has been put forward as a standard to the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (SMPTE) where it was included in the standard ST.2084 [SMP14].
Since then it has been included in the ITU Recommendation BT.2100 [ITU16] and
gained popularity under the term HDR10. It is commonly used in 10-bit and 12-bit
variants.
This function can be quantised into a look-up table (LUT) to provide a mapping
from luminance to luma for any bit-depth and range of luminance. However, in some
applications an analytic implementation is preferred and so a modified Naka-Rushton
cone response model [NR66] was found to be a good fit for the LUT.
As PQ is defined as a display-referred method, the forward transfer is the EOTF,
decoding the compressed signal for display and is presented in Equation (2.18b). The
encoding function is presented in Equation (2.18a).
PQbackward(V ) =
(
c2V
m1 + c1
c3 (1 + V m1)
)m2
, (2.18a)
PQforward(V ) =
(
V
1
m2 − c1
c2 − c3V
1
m2
) 1
m1
, (2.18b)
where: V ∈ [0, 1], m1 = 26104096 × 14 , m2 = 25234096 × 128, c1 = 34244096 , c2 = 24134096 × 32,
c3 =
2392
4096 × 32.
Both encoding and decoding relations operate in normalised space (0–1) and therefore
the incoming signal must be normalised before the TF can be applied. The PQ TF, as
standardised in ST.2084, defines a fixed mapping from encoded luma values (known
as code word) to display luminance, with the maximum display luminance set to
10,000 cd/m2. This results in unused code words if the peak luminance of content
does not reach 10,000 cd/m2. This issue has been addressed by applying a function to
re-allocate the number of code words in each segment of the luminance space [LPY+16b].
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This has the effect of reshaping the PQ curve. The signal range is divided up in to a
number of bins based on their impact to perceptual quality as approximated by the
HDR-VDP-2 [MKR+11] quality metric. If a section of the signal contributes little to the
final quality, the number of code words in the associated bin is reduced and allocated to
bins which contribute more to the quality. To reduce the metadata requirement, the
redistribution of code words is translated into a LUT for compression and then into
an inverse LUT for decompression. The inverse LUT is approximated by a piecewise
polynomial to provide the metadata compression. Since an approximation is used errors
may be introduced if there is a mismatch between the desired number of code words
per bin, and the actual number calculated by the decoder. To resolve this, the encoder
evaluates the piecewise polynomial to generate the inverse LUT, and inverse that to
generate the forward LUT expected by the decoder which is then used to perform the
re-allocation.
While the implementation of PQ standardised by SMPTE and ITU operated in
non-constant luminance (NCL) Y′CBCR, where the TF is applied to the RGB channels
individually, other variations have been proposed. Constant luminance (CL) Y′CBCCRC
is supported in ITU Recommendation BT.2020 [ITU15] which improves luma-chroma
de-correlation. This crosstalk has the effect of introducing luminance information into
the chrominance channel which is then lost when the chrominance is downsampled for
compression. Constant luminance colour therefore results in reduced loss in luminance
information over non-constant luminance.
An implementation of PQ using a modified intensity, protan & tritan (IPT) colour
space [EF98] referred to as ICTCP1 was proposed by Lu et al. [LPY+16a]. The IPT
colour space offers improved luma-chroma de-correlation and therefore better constant
luminance compared with NCL Y′CBCR, it also improves hue line linearity and responds
better to chroma-subsampling. It was shown to improve results in dE2000 metric
[SWD05] by 0.28 over Y′CBCR in a coding-only evaluation and reduce the bit-rate
required for the same quality by 2.8% when tested with the transfer optical signal to
noise (OSNR) XYZ metric [LPY+16a].
2.4.1.2 Hybrid Log-Gamma
Hybrid log-gamma (HLG) [BC15] is a compression method which conforms to the log
and gamma segments of the analytic model proposed by Mantiuk et al. [MMS06]. HLG
is a scene-referred method, defined relative to a reference luminance taken to be the
equivalent of pure white in an LDR capture system, and with a maximum value of twelve
times the reference. The gamma segment of HLG approximately matches the tone
1The chroma order was reversed, resulting in ITP.
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curve of LDR from zero to the reference luminance, affording the method backwards
compatibility by presenting this segment alone. Above the reference luminance HLG
exhibits a logarithmic curve, with the segments matched at the first differential.
HLG has been proposed as a complete display-independent television system [BC15]
with initial standardisation proposed as Arib STD-B67 [RB15]. The method was also
included in the ITU Recommendation BT.2100 [ITU16].
The proposed method operates on the scene linear light RGB channels to provide
encoded R′G′B′ channels for conversion into NCL Y′CBCR, Equation (2.19a) presents
the encode function and Equation (2.19b) the decode function back to scene luminance.
The EOTF to convert from scene luminance to display luminance is presented in
Equation (2.20b) and can be applied to each RGB channel using the Equations (2.20d)
to (2.20f).
HLGencode(E) =
r
√
E if E ≤ 1
a log(E − b) + c if E > 1
, (2.19a)
HLGdecode(E′) =

(
E′
r
)2
if E′ ≤ r
e
(
E′−c
a
)
+ b if E′ > r
, (2.19b)
where: E ∈ [0, 12], E′ ∈ [0, 1], r = 0.5, a = 0.17883277, b = 0.28466892, c = 0.55991073.
α = LP − LB, β = LB, (2.20a)
Ys =
LRR+ LGG+ LBB
12
, (2.20b)
Yd = αY
γ
s + β, (2.20c)
Rd = R
(
Yd − β
12Ys
)
+ β, (2.20d)
Gd = G
(
Yd − β
12Ys
)
+ β, (2.20e)
Bd = B
(
Yd − β
12Ys
)
+ β, (2.20f)
where LP is the display peak luminance, YB is the display black level and L[RGB] are
the luminance co-efficients for the colour space.
The parameter γ in the above equations corresponds to the system gamma, which is
in effect a rendering intent, or OOTF, to provide increased contrast in environments
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with a high ambient illumination. It is defined by
γ = 1 +
1
5
log10
(
LP
LS
)
, (2.21a)
where LS is the luminance of the screen surround.
2.4.1.3 HDRv
One of the earliest was by Mantiuk et al. that extended the existing MPEG-4 encoder and
attempted to preserve colour and luminance levels visible to the human eye [MKM+04].
This mapped the real-world luminances from linear RGB to an 11-bit perceptually
uniform luma space and chrominance into an 8-bit uniform chromaticity scale similar
to that used in LogLUV encoding [Lar98].
2.4.1.4 Adaptive Log-LUV
Garbas and Thoma [GT11] presented a temporally coherent extension of the Adaptive
LogLUV function [MT10] suitable for HDR video compression. The proposed method
maps real-world luminance into a 12-bit luma space, and preserves chrominance in 8-bit
u′v′ chroma channels similar to LogLUV [Lar98].
2.4.1.5 Non-linear encoding of HDR
Zhang et al. [ZRB11] developed a method that converts HDR data to a 32-bit LogLUV
colour space [Lar98], after which the 16-bit luminance channel is converted to 14-bit by
non-linear quantisation, similar to Lloyd-Max optimisation [Sch96].
2.4.2 Two-Stream
Two-stream methods can be considered either backwards compatible or non-backwards
compatible based on whether at least one of the streams will present correctly using
an LDR video player. Mantiuk et al. presented a backwards-compatible method which,
following the overall method proposed by Ward and Simmons [WS04], tone-maps the
HDR data to create the backward compatible image [MEM+06]. This image is then
restored to a colour space compatible with the original and the difference in luminance
between the reconstructed frame and the original, is taken and stored a residual data
stream. The decoding is performed by reconstructing the tone mapped image and then
applying the residuals previously created. The method proposed by Lee and Kim [LK08]
also follows the structure proposed by Ward and Simmons. In this method the backwards
compatible frames are generated using a temporally coherent tone mapper and the
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residual is created by taking the logarithm of the division of the reconstructed image
and the original HDR image. To reduce noise the residual stream is cross-bilaterally
filtered [ED04]. Other proposed two-stream methods include goHDR [BAD+10] and
optimal exposure [DBS+15].
Mai et al. proposed a backwards-compatible two-stream compression method com-
prising an LDR layer and a residual layer [MMM+11]. The residual layer is used to
reconstruct the HDR frames after the LDR layer has been inverse tone-mapped. The
proposed method optimises a piecewise-linear tone-curve in order to provide the most
efficient tone-mapped representation of the HDR by minimising the mean squared error
(MSE) between reference and distorted HDR frames. The authors then go on to propose
a closed-form solution to their method by building and applying a distortion model
however they do not consider the associated rate cost of the LDR layer [GRG+17].
Gommelet et al. address this problem in their work by adding a constraint to the
perceptual quality of the SDR layer with the intention of preserving the artistic intent of
the content [GRG+17]. They propose a new distortion model based on image gradient
with the aim of better approximating the rate-distortion performance of video encoders.
However, both of these methods are primarily suited to backwards-compatible HDR
video compression.
2.5 Metrics
The following three metrics are used to provide results for the evaluation.
2.5.1 PSNR
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is one of the most widely used metrics for comparing
processed image quality. To adapt the method for HDR imaging, Lpeak was fixed at
10,000 cd/m2 and the result was taken as the mean of the channel results.
PSNRλ = 20 log10
(
Lpeak√
MSEλ
)
(2.22)
2.5.2 puPSNR
Perceptually Uniform PSNR (puPSNR) was proposed as an extension to PSNR such
that it is capable of handling real-world luminance levels without affecting the results
for existing displays [AMS08]. The proposed metric maps the range 1× 10−5 to
1× 108 cd/m2 in real-world luminance to values that approximate perceptually uniform
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values derived from a CSF. It is from the remapped luminance that the PSNR is
calculated.
2.5.3 HDR-VDP-2.2.1
HDR Visual Difference Predictor (HDR-VDP) is an objective metric based on a detailed
model of human vision [MKR+11]. The metric estimates the probability at which an
average human observer will detect differences between a pair of images in a psychophys-
ical evaluation. The visual model used by this metric takes several aspects of the human
visual system into account such as intra-ocular light scatter, photo-receptor spectral
sensitivities and contrast sensitivity. HDR-VDP-2.2.1 has been shown to be the objective
metric that correlates most highly with subjective studies [HBP+15; MDB+16a].
2.6 GPGPU
Modern graphics processing units (GPUs) are in essence programmable, parallel, floating-
point processors. They are able to execute parallel floating-point instructions with high
throughput. Although designed originally to compute raster graphics for display they
can be harnessed to compute general purpose workloads instead, this has given rise to
General Purpose programming on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU). Due to the
parallel nature of rendering, the GPU has been optimised for tasks that require the same
operations to be executed on a large data set and so problems that can be modelled in
this way gain the most from being run on a GPU. Representing algorithms as parallel
tasks is not necessarily trivial as many program structures and idioms frequently used
in CPU programming can no longer be used. Algorithms have to undergo what is called
parallelisation. Originally GPGPU had to be undertaken by using regular graphics
API such as OpenGL. However in time, specific GPGPU programming languages were
written, initially proprietary languages such as Nvidia’s Cg and CUDA. More recently
standard, cross-platform languages have been released such as OpenCL which supports
all major graphics card vendors.
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Chapter 3
Extending Power Functions for
HDR Video Compression
HDR video compression methods may be classified as either a one-stream or two-stream
approach [CMH+15], referring to the number of discrete video bit-streams that are
contained. A two-stream method separates the single HDR video input stream into base
and detail streams which are then compressed separately according to their individual
characteristics. One-stream methods, on the other hand, take advantage of the higher
bit-depth available in modern video codecs [WSB+03; SOH+12; GRH16]. A transfer
function (TF) is used to map the HDR video input stream to a single, high bit-depth
stream and, depending on the method, metadata to aid post-processing before display. A
number of the proposed one-stream methods [Bor14; MND13] use complex TFs, requiring
many floating-point operations for both compression and decompression. If HDR is to
gain wide acceptance, and find use in broadcast, internet streaming, remote gaming,
etc., it is crucial that computationally efficient encoding and decoding is possible.
This chapter will evaluate whether straightforward power functions, with their
associated computational benefits, can be used to efficiently compress HDR video. It
will propose -an HDR video compression method, the Power Transfer Function (PTF),
which aims to provide real-time HDR video encoding without a loss in quality or
compression performance. It will answer the following research question:
Are computationally complex Transfer Functions required for high-quality
HDR video compression?
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3.1 Related work
HDR video compression methods can be split into two broad categories: one-stream
and two-stream. Two-stream methods have the advantage that they can work well on
existing 8-bit infrastructure. One-stream methods, on the other hand, require at least
10-bit infrastructure. The advantage of one-stream methods is that they follow a similar
pipeline to those used for LDR video, without the need for secondary streams to be
transmitted or combined before display.
Two-stream methods can be considered either backwards compatible or non-backwards
compatible based on whether at least one of the streams will present correctly using
an LDR video player. Mantiuk et al. presented a backwards-compatible method which,
following the overall method proposed by Ward and Simmons [WS04], tone-maps the
HDR data to create the backward compatible image [MEM+06]. This image is then
restored to a colour space compatible with the original and the difference in luminance
between the reconstructed frame and the original is taken and stored as a residual
data stream. The decoding is performed by reconstructing the tone mapped image
and then applying the residuals previously created. The method proposed by Lee
and Kim [LK08] also follows the structure proposed by Ward and Simmons. In this
method the backwards compatible frames are generated using a temporally coherent
tone mapper and the residual is created by taking the logarithm of the division of the
reconstructed image and the original HDR image. To reduce noise the residual stream
is cross-bilaterally filtered [ED04]. Other proposed two-stream methods include goHDR
[BAD+10] and optimal exposure [DBS+15].
Several one-stream HDR video compression methods have been proposed in the last
10 years. One of the earliest was by Mantiuk et al. that extended the existing MPEG-4
encoder and attempted to preserve colour and luminance levels visible to the human
eye [MKM+04]. This mapped the real-world luminances from linear RGB to an 11-bit
perceptually uniform luma space and chrominance into an 8-bit uniform chromaticity
scale similar to that used in LogLUV encoding [Lar98]. This method will be referred to
as HDRV for the remainder of this chapter. Garbas and Thoma [GT11] presented a
temporally coherent extension of the Adaptive LogLUV function [MT10] suitable for
HDR video compression. The proposed method maps real-world luminance into a 12-bit
luma space, and preserves chrominance in 8-bit u′v′ chroma channels similar to LogLUV
[Lar98]. This method will be referred to as Fraunhofer for the remainder of this chapter.
Zhang et al. [ZRB11] developed a method that converts HDR data to a 32-bit LogLUV
colour space [Lar98], after which the 16-bit luminance channel is converted to 14-bit by
non-linear quantisation, similar to Lloyd-Max optimisation [Sch96].
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The Perceptual Quantizer (PQ) method is based on the fitting of a polynomial
function to the peaks in the Barten model of visual perception [Bar92]. Compression
is provided by means of a closer fit to a human visual response curve [MND13]. This
method has recently been included in a SMPTE standard, ST.2084 [SMP14].
More recently, Borer and Cotton [BC15] proposed a compression method based on
the log and gamma segments of Mantiuk’s analytic model [MMS06]. This Hybrid-Log-
Gamma (HLG) method has been developed to provide support for a display independent
television system [BC15], and has also been included in the Arib STD-B67 standard
[RB15].
3.2 Power Transfer Function
HDR In
Normalisation
PTF
Colour Space
Conversion
Chroma
Subsample
Y′CBCR Out
Encode
Bitstream Out
Metadata
Calculation
Metadata Out
(a) PTF Encode.
Bitstream In
Decode
Y′CBCR In
Chroma
Upsample
Colour Space
Conversion
PTF’
Denormalisation
Metadata In
HDR Out
(b) PTF Decode.
Figure 3.1: Example pipelines used for encoding and decoding HDR using the PTF. (a)
takes in HDR video frames in either scene or display-referred scale and outputs Y′CBCR
for encoding with a standard encoder. (b) takes as input the encoded bitstream and
outputs HDR frames at the initial scale. The dashed lines denote optional processing.
The human visual system (HVS) has greater sensitivity to relative differences in darker
areas of a scene than brighter areas [Fec38; Web34]. This non-linear response can be
generalised by a straightforward power function. The Power Transfer Function (PTF)
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weights the use of the values available to preserve detail in the areas of the HDR content
in which the HVS is more sensitive. PTF therefore allocates more values to the dark
regions than to the light regions. The theoretical properties of the power functions used
in PTF will be presented in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Motivation
The recent addition of higher bit-depth support to commonly used video encoding
standards such as Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [WSB+03], High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) [SOH+12] and methods such as VP9 has diminished the need for
two-stream methods. Instead, this support has motivated an investigation into the
efficient mapping of HDR data into 10 and 12 bits. For this purpose, PQ [MND13] uses
a perceptual encoding to map the contrast sensitivity of the HVS to the values available
in the video stream. This perceptual encoding however, relies on the complex transfer
functions shown in Equation (3.1).
PQbackward(V ) =
(
c2V
m1 + c1
c3 (1 + V m1)
)m2
, (3.1a)
PQforward(V ) =
(
V
1
m2 − c1
c2 − c3V
1
m2
) 1
m1
, (3.1b)
where: V ∈ [0, 1], m1 = 26104096 × 14 , m2 = 25234096 × 128, c1 = 34244096 , c2 = 24134096 × 32,
c3 =
2392
4096 × 32.
HLG [BC15] uses a coding-scheme based on luminance relative to peak white for LDR
content to compress the HDR data. However this mapping, shown in Equation (3.2), is
also not straightforward in nature.
HLGencode(E) =
r
√
E if E ≤ 1
a log(E − b) + c if E > 1
, (3.2a)
HLGdecode(E′) =

(
E′
r
)2
if E′ ≤ r
e
(
E′−c
a
)
+ b if E′ > r
, (3.2b)
where: E ∈ [0, 12], E′ ∈ [0, 1], r = 0.5, a = 0.17883277, b = 0.28466892, c = 0.55991073.
This chapter investigates whether a transfer function implemented using straightfor-
ward power functions can provide an efficient mapping. Power functions also provide
computational benefits, particularly for lower integer powers. To use the PQ transfer
function [MND13] requires many calculations, and the HLG transfer function [BC15]
has a branch instruction limiting its calculation speed in pipelined systems. However, a
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power function can be computed with a single calculation.
3.2.2 Method
Algorithm 1 Power Transfer Function Encoding
procedure PTFγ(framesin, N)
for i← 1,Length(framesin) do
S ← framesin[i]
L← S/N
V ← L1/γ
Q←Quantise(V )
framesout[i]← Q
end for
return framesout
end procedure
Algorithm 2 Power Transfer Function Decoding
procedure PTF′γ(framesin, N)
for i← 1,Length(framesin) do
Q← framesin[i]
V ←Dequantise(Q)
L← V γ
S ← L ·N
framesout[i]← S
end for
return framesout
end procedure
PTF is a single stream method, converting HDR input into a single set of compressed
output frames. To achieve this compression, PTF utilises the power function: f(x) =
Axγ where: A is a constant, x is normalised image data contained by the set [0, 1] ⊂ R
and γ ∈ R+. In Algorithms 1 and 2 the power function and its inverse are expressed
by the relations V ← L1/γ and L← V γ respectively. PTF can be applied to either the
scalar RGB channels or the scalar luminance channel.
The straightforward nature of the PTF method is shown in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b
which present the general pipeline into which PTF is used, and from Algorithms 1
and 2 which detail the compression and decompression procedures, PTFγ and PTF′γ ,
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respectively.
Before a HDR video is compressed using PTF, it is normalised to the range [0, 1]
with a normalisation factor N using the relation L = S/N where: S is full range HDR
data. If the footage is of an unknown range then it can be analysed to determine the
correct N for encoding, or for live broadcast, N can be set to the peak brightness the
camera is capable of capturing or the display is capable of presenting.
If the normalisation factor is variable, then it can be stored as metadata along
with the video data to correctly rescale the footage for display. Each input frame may
be normalised independently, however this may introduce artefacts as the scaling and
nonlinearity can interact and lead to the accumulation of errors when using predicted
frames. More often a global or temporal normalisation factor is used. The metadata can
either be passed at the bitstream level, i.e. with supplemental enhancement information
(SEI) messages, or at the container level, i.e. MPEG-4 Part 14 (MP4) data streams.
PTF can be in either a non-constant luminance (NCL) or a constant luminance (CL)
encoding system. For use in an NCL system, following compression with PTF, the data
must be converted into the output colour space to be passed to the video encoder, and
if chroma subsampling is to be used, reduced to the correct format. For use in a CL
system, the colour space conversion is first performed on the linear RGB data before
the luminance channel only is compressed with PTF. The evaluation in this chapter
was performed with NCL encoding.
3.2.3 Theoretical analysis
Figure 3.2 presents a comparison of Just Noticeable Difference (JND) characteristics
from various methods and standards. The Greyscale Display Function (GDF) is an
implementation of the Barten Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) [Bar92] developed
for the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standard [AR+98].
The DICOM standard GDF is defined with a lower bound of 0.5× 10−1 cd/m2. The
GDF CSF plots a relationship between luminance and luma such that the contrast steps
between each consecutive luma value are not perceptible. Methods with contrast steps
larger than that of the GDF are likely perceptible at that luminance. Also worth noting
is that as the Fraunhofer method is based on log luminance it exhibits a purely linear
plot in the logarithmic Contrast Step scale shown on Figure 3.2.
To understand how power functions could be adapted for HDR video compression,
the JND characteristics of PTF with the γ values 4 and 8 were investigated. Integer
values were chosen as they are expected to exhibit reduced computational cost over
non-integer values. Section 3.3.2 will investigate the role of γ in PTF compression and
explain why the γ values of 4 and 8 were chosen.
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Figure 3.2: Contrast Sensitivity plots showing GDF as implemented by the DICOM
standard, Ferwerda TVI [FPS+96] as used by HDRV, Adaptive LogLUV used by the
Fraunhofer method, Dolby PQ, BBC HLG and PTF4 and PTF8. Luminance and
Contrast are shown on logarithmic scales.
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Figure 3.3: Graph showing encoding and decoding transfer functions. Presented are
PTF4 and PTF8 alongside the PQ and HLG curves. PTF2.2 is presented for comparison
with an example LDR Gamma function. HLG has been rescaled to the [0, 1] range for
comparison with other TFs.
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The power function in PTF is related to the Gamma function used in LDR video
systems such ITU-R BT.601 [ITU11] where the effective γ is 2.2, caused primarily by
the response of the electron gun [Poy93]. This non-linearity is also perceptually uniform,
closely fitting the 1⁄2 power law of the de Vries-Rose relationship [Kel77] while providing
a Weber fraction [Web34] of ≈ 1% over luminances up to 100 cd/m2 that a cathode ray
tube (CRT) is capable of producing [Poy93]. PTF is more similar to the empirically
derived 1⁄3 power law [SYD87].
Figure 3.3 presents a comparison of the shape of the proposed TFs and that of
existing TFs in a normalised space. As a linear plot would express no compression, it
can be seen that PTF2.2 provides a small amount of compression.
3.3 Results
To evaluate how the efficiency of PTF compares with other proposed methods it has
been compared with the following four state-of-the-art one-stream methods (described
in more detail in Section 3.1): HDRV [MKM+04], Fraunhofer [GT11], PQ [MND13],
and HLG [Bor14]. For fairness, HDRV and Fraunhofer were adapted from their original
presentation for use with a 10-bit video encoder. HDRV was implemented with the
luminance range 1× 10−5 to 1× 104 such that the TVI curve [FPS+96] could provide a
mapping from luminance to 10-bit luma. The Fraunhofer implementation uses Adaptive
LogLUV [MT10] which provides mappings for a flexible number of bits.
These methods will be compared on an objective basis using the metrics presented
in this section. Section 3.3.2 presents an analysis of the effect of γ on the coding error
introduced by compression is provided. The results of the objective evaluation performed
on the compression methods are then presented. Finally, the computational performance
of PTF in contrast with PQ and look-up tables is addressed in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.1 Metrics
The following three metrics are used to provide results for the evaluation.
PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) is one of the most widely used metrics for
comparing processed image quality. To adapt the method for HDR imaging, Lpeak was
fixed at 10,000 cd/m2 and the result was taken as the mean of the channel results.
PSNRλ = 20 log10
(
Lpeak√
MSEλ
)
(3.3)
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puPSNR (Perceptually Uniform PSNR) was proposed as an extension to PSNR
such that it is capable of handling real-world luminance levels without affecting the
results for existing displays [AMS08]. The proposed metric maps the range 1× 10−5 to
1× 108 cd/m2 in real-world luminance to values that approximate perceptually uniform
values derived from a CSF. It is from the remapped luminance that the PSNR is
calculated.
HDR-VDP-2.2.1 (HDR Visual Difference Predictor) is an objective metric based
on a detailed model of human vision [MKR+11]. The metric estimates the probability
at which an average human observer will detect differences between a pair of images
in a psychophysical evaluation. The visual model used by this metric takes several
aspects of the human visual system into account such as intra-ocular light scatter,
photo-receptor spectral sensitivities and contrast sensitivity. HDR-VDP-2.2.1 has been
shown to be the objective metric that correlates most highly with subjective studies
[HBP+15; MDB+16a].
The metrics were calculated for every frame – except HDR-VDP-2.2.1 which was
calculated for every 10th frame due to its computational expense – and averaged to
produce a final figure for the sequence.
3.3.2 Analysis of Power Functions
Figures 3.4a to 3.4c show the motivation for the selection of γ by comparing the average
distortion introduced by PTF over a range of γ values. These figures suggest that the
different metrics favour certain γ values over others. Appendix A shows the dataset of
20 HDR images that was used for the evaluation.
The pipeline used for this analysis is shown in Figure 3.5. After compression and
colour conversion the images were not passed through the video encoder and were
instead immediately decompressed to ascertain just the coding errors introduced by
each γ value. The γ values used in the evaluation ranged from 0.25 to 10 and increased
in steps of 0.25. The evaluation was performed at four bit-depths: 8, 10, 12 and 16.
PSNR-RGB suggests that a γ of 2.2 will give the best results and, as explained in
Section 3.2.3 it is the effective γ used in LDR video systems, it gives a good idea of
how LDR video techniques cope with HDR data. HDR-VDP-2.2.1 Q correlate indicates
that a γ of around 4 will perform best and puPSNR a γ of around 6. Figure 3.3 shows
that the PQ TF proposed by Miller et al. [MND13] can be closely approximated by
a γ value of 8 and hence the value was also tested. Integer values are favoured as the
operations required to decode are significantly faster than non-integers, as discussed in
Section 3.3.4. Based on the peaks of the graph, and similarities to the GDF and PQ
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Figure 3.4: The relationship between γ and coding error for PTF created at different
bit-depths across a range of metrics. The results are the average distortion introduced
by PTF for the selection of HDR images in Appendix A.
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(see Section 3.2.3), the four implementations of PTF chosen for testing were: PTF2.2,
PTF4, PTF6 and PTF8.
Also of note in Figure 3.4 is the how the peak in quality does not shift greatly as
the bit-depth is increased. This suggests that γ will not need to be changed in an
environment of 12 and above bits.
3.3.3 Quality
Original
HDR Frames
HDR Compression
Compressed
Intermediate
Format
Standard Encoder
Encoded
Stream
Standard Decoder
Decoded
Intermediate
Format
HDR
Decompression
Comparison
Function
Decoded
HDR Frames
Figure 3.5: The evaluation framework used for comparing compression methods. The
dashed line denotes comparison of coding errors only.
The approach used for quality comparison is outlined in Figure 3.5. For each of
the compression methods the framework is executed in its entirety. The content is
provided as individual HDR frames in OpenEXR format. The compression method’s
encoding process is run on each of the ten sequences of frames, presented in Table 3.1,
to produce 10-bit files in Y′CBCR format. These sequences were chosen as they cover
a wide range of content types, such as computer graphics renderings, video captured
by a SphereonVR HDR Video Camera or an ARRI Alexa. Each scene consisted of 150
frames and was encoded at 24 frames per second. The encoding was conducted with the
HEVC encoder x265, due its computational efficiency, and 4:2:0 chroma subsampling
with the quantisation parameters QP ∈ [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35]. The Group Of Pictures
(GOP) structure contained both bi-directional (B) and predicted (P) frames and the
pattern used was (I)BBBP where the intra (I) frame period was 30 frames. The encoded
bitstreams were then decoded using the HEVC Test Model (HM) [SOH+12] reference
decoder, and subsequently using the individual compression method’s decoding process.
3.3.3.1 Analysis
Figure 3.7 shows the results for each of the tested methods for the three quality metrics
presented in Section 3.3.1. On each of the figures an increase on the Y axis indicates
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Preview Name Resolution Dynamic Range
(Stops)
Welding 1920×1080 20.54
Jaguar 1920×1080 25.30
Seine [LLF13] 1920×1080 20.54
Tears of Steel [Hub12] 1920×800 20.35
Mercedes [FGE+14] 1920×1080 19.85
Beer Festival 4 [FGE+14] 1920×1080 22.11
Carousel Fireworks 9
[FGE+14]
1920×1080 22.38
Bistro 3 [FGE+14] 1920×1080 22.13
Fireplace 1 [FGE+14] 1920×1080 22.45
Showgirl 1 [FGE+14] 1920×1080 22.73
Table 3.1: The ten HDR video sequences used to evaluate the methods, showing
resolution and dynamic range.
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Figure 3.6: Rate distortion characteristics showing how the different HDR video com-
pression methods perform on a variety of sequences. The rate is measured in output
bits per pixel (BPP) and the distortion as a HDR-VDP-2.2.1 Q correlate. Figures are
presented with a logarithmic x axis to improve clarity.
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Figure 3.7: Rate-distortion characteristics showing the results of each method averaged
over the ten sequences and with three metrics, HDR-VDP-2.2.1, PSNR and puPSNR.
The Output BPP is shown on a logarithmic scale to improve clarity.
improved objective quality, and an increase on the X axis indicates increase bit-rate and
therefore filesize. Therefore results closest to the top-left corner are preferred. For each
method at each QP, the average BPP of the encoded bitstreams across all sequences
is calculated and plotted against the average quality measured. The ten HDR video
sequences used to test the compression methods are shown in Table 3.1. HDR-VDP-2
results for each sequence are presented in Figure 3.6, and puPSNR and PSNR results
are presented in Appendix B.
3.3.3.2 Discussion
The rate-distortion plots shown in Figure 3.7 present the trade-off between bit-rate
and quality for each method. If a plotted line maintains a position above another, this
indicates that improved quality can be consistently obtained from a method even with
a reduction in bit-rate.
These figures show that PTF2.2 achieves the highest average PSNR followed by HLG
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PTF2.2 PTF4 PTF6 PTF8 HDRV Fraun. PQ HLG
PTF2.2 0.00 −2.39 −1.11 0.14 11.32 5.65 −1.18 0.42
PTF4 2.39 0.00 0.96 2.24 13.35 7.28 0.32 2.90
PTF6 1.11 −0.96 0.00 1.30 12.52 6.74 −0.62 1.58
PTF8 −0.14 −2.24 −1.30 0.00 11.18 5.42 −1.91 0.20
HDRV −11.32 −13.35 −12.52 −11.18 0.00 −5.10 −13.64 −11.39
Fraunhofer −5.65 −7.28 −6.74 −5.42 5.10 0.00 −7.95 −5.87
PQ 1.18 −0.32 0.62 1.91 13.64 7.95 0.00 1.93
HLG −0.42 −2.90 −1.58 −0.20 11.39 5.87 −1.93 0.00
Table 3.2: Bjøntegaard delta VDP results showing the average improvement in HDR-
VDP-2.2.1 Q correlate results between pairs of methods over ten sequences. Positive
numbers denote a HDR-VDP-2.2.1 Q correlate improvement on average over the range
of bit-rates exhibited by the row method on the left verses the column method above.
PTF2.2 PTF4 PTF6 PTF8 HDRV Fraun. PQ HLG
PTF2.2 0.0 % 42.6 % 22.8 % 7.7 % −80.9 % −59.1 % 24.4 % −5.8 %
PTF4 −29.9 % 0.0 % −13.3 % −29.1 % −86.4 % −70.1 % −4.8 % −33.2 %
PTF6 −18.6 % 15.4 % 0.0 % −18.9 % −84.2 % −66.2 % 9.8 % −22.6 %
PTF8 −7.1 % 41.0 % 23.3 % 0.0 % −81.6 % −59.1 % 33.8 % −8.2 %
HDRV 424.6 % 635.9 % 532.0 % 444.4 % 0.0 % 101.9 % 536.9 % 397.5 %
Fraun. 144.7 % 234.9 % 195.5 % 144.6 % −50.5 % 0.0 % 219.0 % 138.2 %
PQ −19.6 % 5.1 % −8.9 % −25.3 % −84.3 % −68.7 % 0.0 % −25.4 %
HLG 6.2 % 49.7 % 29.2 % 8.9 % −79.9 % −58.0 % 34.0 % 0.0 %
Table 3.3: Bjøntegaard delta bit-rate results showing the average reduction in bit-
rate achieved to maintain quality over a ten sequences. Negative numbers denote the
percentage saving in bit-rate by the row method to result in a sequence with the same
HDR-VDP-2.1.1 Q correlate result as the column method.
then PTF4. The PSNR metric does not make use of a perceptual weighting on the error
between the reference frame and the distorted frame. Due to this, PTF2.2 is rated highly
because the close to linear mapping it provides reduces error in the bright regions while
failing to preserving detail in the dark regions. The reduced error on the relatively large
values found in the bright regions therefore favour PTF2.2 when tested with PSNR.
HDR-VDP-2.2.1 [MKR+11] and puPSNR [AMS08] use perceptual weightings that
recognise that error in the dark regions is more noticeable to the HVS than the error in
the bright regions. These metrics show that on average PTF4 exhibits the least error
for a given bit-rate than the other methods, although for certain sequences, such as
Beer Festival 4, PTF6 achieves the highest quality. PTF4 preserves more data in the
dark regions than PTF2.2 but less than PTF6 or PTF8.
The Bjøntegaard delta metric [Bjø01] calculates the average difference in quality
between pairs of methods encoding sequences at the same bit-rate. This metric will
determine the average HDR-VDP-2.2.1 Q correlate gain over the range of bit-rates
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achieved by PTF when compared with the other methods evaluated. From Table 3.2 it
can be seen that PTF4 gained 0.32 over PQ, 2.90 over HLG, 7.28 over Fraunhofer and
13.35 over HDRV. It can also be seen that PTF4 gained 0.96 over PTF6, 2.24 over PTF8
and 2.39 over PTF2.2. The Bjøntegaard delta bit-rate metric shows the precentage
reduction in bit-rate to achieve the same objective quality. Table 3.3 shows these results.
3.3.4 Computational performance
Time per Frame (ms) Speed Up (ratio)
Analytic LUT PTF′4
Name PTF′4 PQ PTF
′
4 PQ PQ LUT
Welding 2.57 66.37 4.13 3.95 25.85 1.61
Jaguar 2.73 66.78 3.92 3.87 24.47 1.44
Seine 2.58 64.01 3.92 3.92 24.86 1.52
Tears of Steel 2.69 98.08 3.95 3.91 36.49 1.47
Mercedes 2.72 73.57 3.80 3.95 27.00 1.39
Beer Festival 4 2.61 65.16 3.73 3.81 24.92 1.43
Carousel Fireworks 9 2.56 65.91 3.77 3.93 25.79 1.48
Bistro 3 2.63 65.85 3.82 3.95 25.00 1.45
Fireplace 2 2.31 129.84 3.66 3.86 56.22 1.58
Showgirl 1 2.70 69.39 3.89 3.99 25.69 1.44
Average 2.61 76.50 3.86 3.91 29.63 1.48
Table 3.4: Difference in decoding time per frame between PTF′4, PQforward and their
LUT equivalents across a range of sequences and averaged over five tests per sequence
performed on a workstation PC. Speed up is ratio between and PQforward and between
PTF′4, and PTF
′
4 and the LUT implementation of PTF4. Time per frame is presented
graphically in Figure 3.8.
High performance is essential for real-world encoding and decoding. With that in
mind, PTF was compared against an analytical implementation of PQ [MND13] and
against look-up tables (LUTs).
Table 3.4 shows the decoding performance of PTF′4 and PQ and their LUT equival-
ents, PTF′4 LUT and PQ LUT, for the scenes presented in Table 3.1. The 1D LUTs
were generated by storing the result of each transfer function for every 10-bit input
value in a floating-point array. The scaling required to reconstruct the full HDR frame
was also included in the table to improve performance resulting in a mapping from
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10-bit compressed RGB to full HDR floating-point. The results were produced by a
single-threaded C++ implementation compiled with the Intel C++ Compiler v16.0.
Only the inner loop was timed so disk read and write speeds are not taken into account.
Each result was taken as the average of five tests per method on each sequence to
reduce the variance associated with CPU timing. The software was compiled with
the AVX2 instruction set with automatic loop-unrolling, O3 optimisations and fast
floating-point calculations. The machine used to run the performance tests was an
Intel Xeon E3-1245v3 running at 3.4 GHz with 16 GB of RAM running the Microsoft
Windows 8.1 x86-64 operating system.
Encoding performance was also evaluated. In this case the mapping was from
full HDR floating-point to 10-bit output and hence the LUT implementations could
not include scaling in the table. The compression methods, sequences, resolution and
sequence lengths were the same as above. PTF4 encoding was achieved on average
per frame in 4.37 ms, PQ encoding in 72.59 ms, PTF4 LUT in 4.02 ms and PQ LUT in
4.21 ms.
Listing 1 PTF4 Optimised Decoding C++ and associated x86-64 AVX2 Assembly
inl ine f loat g4decode ( f loat in , f loat norm , f loat trough )
{
f loat x2 = in ∗ in ;
f loat l i n = x2 ∗ x2 ;
f loat hdr = l i n ∗ norm ;
return hdr ;
}
vmovups ymm0, ymmword ptr [ rdi+rbx∗4 ]
vmulps ymm3, ymm0, ymm0
vmulps ymm2, ymm3, ymm3
vmulps ymm3, ymm2, ymm1
vmovups ymmword ptr [ rdi+rbx ∗4 ] , ymm3
The results demonstrate that the straightforward floating-point calculations required
to decode PTF4 can outperform the floating-point calculations required to decode PQ by
a factor of 29.63 times and even the indexing needed to use a look-up table by 1.48 times.
The high performance of PTF′4 is due to its compilation into only a few instructions,
in this case three multiplies, that can have high performance SIMD implementations.
PTF also avoids any branching, improving performance on pipelined architectures. The
Intel C Compiler generated the Assembly shown on the right in Listing 1 from the C++
code shown on the left. Encoding PTF4 can be achieved at a speed comparable to the
use of LUT and greatly in excess of an analytic implementation of PQ.
3.4 Conclusion & Future Work
This chapter has introduced and evaluated a straightforward method of compressing
HDR video streams. It has shown that a transfer function based on power functions
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is capable of producing high-quality compressed HDR video. It has also shown that
compression can be achieved using straightforward techniques which lend themselves to
implementation in real-time and low-power environments. On a commodity desktop
machine, PTF is able to be decoded at over 380 fps and outperforms an analytic
implementation of PQ by a factor of over 29.5 and a look-up implementation by a factor
of nearly 1.5. Encoding performance outperforms PQ by a factor of 16.6 and is only
slightly slower than a LUT. Thanks to its straightforward nature, PTF is amiable to
acceleration through the use of hardware such as FPGAs and GPUs. This chapter
has demonstrated that high-quality HDR video compression does not require complex
transfer functions.
The method possesses a parameter that adjusts the strength of the compression.
As a result of the evaluation, and the desire to optimise the method for computational
performance, the parameter (γ) was set to the integer value 4 as it represented the single
value which on average gave the best objective results. However, in some sequences
other values resulted in a higher objective result. It should also be noted that only
a small range of values were tested, this was to gain an understanding of the space
occupied by the parameter but also to present a concise evaluation. Chapter 5 will
investigate this parameter space in much greater detail to ascertain whether improved
compression can be gained by fine-tuning the parameter further.
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Chapter 4
Effects of Ambient Illumination
on Perceived Detail
High dynamic range content is applicable to a broad range of scenarios. Chapter 3
proposed an HDR video compression method that was shown to compare favourably
against other state-of-the-art methods when compressing fixed content. This chapter
will investigate if other variables may need to be taken in to account when designing
a HDR compression system, such as: display brightness and the environment at the
display.
Often the ambient environment at the display will not be known at the time of
compression. In many, the ambient illumination will vary greatly over time. Some
examples include an office environment where the illumination will change throughout
the day, as the sun moves through the sky and clouds pass overhead; the television
situated in front of a window, where, during the time most content is consumed, the sun
may be low in the sky, casting rays directly on to the screen; or an outdoor advertising
screen or public television where at any given moment the environment may be, for
example, sunny, cloudy or raining. This chapter will demonstrate how the ambient
environment in which content is viewed, and specifically the illumination incident on
the display, affects the perceived detail visible to the subject.
Akyüz et al. [AFR+07] demonstrated that participants prefer a HDR image over
tone-mapped or LDR image of a scene, Mukherjee et al. [MDB+16b] showed that
this also holds true for HDR video. Melo et al. [MBB+15] investigated tone-mapped
HDR content on an LDR display to find that the ambient illumination, and especially
reflections on the screen, significantly affected the viewing experience. An experiment
in which participants watched HDR video on an HDR display under different ambient
illuminations showed that visual fatigue was not a particular problem [RHL+09]. There
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was, however, a significant difference in the choice of brightness and contrast depending
on the lighting conditions. This work conducted two experiments on a display with
a peak luminance of 4,000 cd/m2 and a black level of <0.001 cd/m2 at seven ambient
illuminations. <0.01, 0.75, 8.5, 28 and 74 lx in the first and, <0.01, 70 and 700 lx in the
second. In an experiment conducted in a dark room, Daly et al. [DKS+13a] showed that
for diffuse imagery the average preferred range of display was between 0.1 to 650 cd/m2.
However to satisfy 90% of the population the diffuse range should be between 0.005 to
3,000 cd/m2 and greater than 20,000 cd/m2 for highlights [DKS+13b].
4.1 Motivation
There have been no studies presented to date that investigate the combination of both
high peak luminance displays and bright ambient environments. Peak brightnesses of
up to 20,000 cd/m2 [DKS+13a] and ambient illuminations of up to 700 lx [RHL+09]
have been tested but never in combination and not in environments such as those found
outdoors where the ambient illumination can greatly exceed those previously tested.
This chapter will present an experiment in which both a high peak brightness and a
high ambient illumination are tested. The experiment was performed on a prototype
SIM2 [SIM15] display capable of producing 10,000 cd/m2, five times that of consumer
displays, and in a range of environments up to 80,000 lx. The aim of this experiment is
to measure the dynamic range that can be perceived by a participant under a range of
real-world ambient illuminations and display brightnesses. The hypothesis, h1, is that in
conditions such as outdoors on a sunny day, where the illumination can exceed 80,000 lx
[CL03], a higher peak luminance display will allow more information in the image to be
perceived. A secondary goal is to be able to calculate the required luminance of a display
for content of a known range at a given ambient illumination. This will be achieved
by performing a subjective test where participants are asked to report the visibility of
elements on a test chart at a range of display luminances and ambient illuminations.
Although the screen has been shown to produce a peak luminance of 10,000 cd/m2,
the measured luminance at that brightness was not precise enough to be used for
the evaluation. Therefore the peak luminance was reduced to 8,000 cd/m2 to ensure
consistent luminance output for the duration of the trial.
4.2 Subjective Experiment
This chapter will investigate how peak luminance and ambient illumination affects how
much detail can be perceived on an HDR display. It presents an experiment to explore
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Application Typical ambient
illumination (lx)
Home theatre [ITU12] ∼0
Advised home environment viewing conditions [ITU12] 200
Typical office lighting 500
Inside on a sunny day 3,000
Advertising display in shopping centre 10,000
Hotel pool bar 80,000
Table 4.1: The ambient illuminance of locations for some target applications for HDR
displays.
the relationship between the detail visible on a display, peak luminance and ambient
illumination. It will consider environments covering a large range of lighting conditions
and in particular will simulate the wide variety of locations in which HDR displays could
be employed in the future. Table 4.1 shows a selection of typical ambient illuminations
at potential locations for HDR displays. Should HDR displays become ubiquitous, it can
be expected that they will find application in all environments, such as an advertising
display in a shopping centre and the bar next to a hotel pool. Ethical approval for the
experiment is included as Appendix C.
4.2.1 Design
The experiment comprised three tasks designed to determine the range visible on displays
at simulated luminances. These tasks are as follows:
Bars: participants are asked to identify the minimum and maximum bars they
can discern, shown in Figure 4.1a.
Squares: participants are asked to count the number of squares, shown in Figure 4.1b.
Ayres: participants are asked to give the orientation of the circles on Ayres charts
[Ayr96], shown in Figure 4.1c.
These tasks have been selected as they can be conducted efficiently and provide robust
results. In addition, the Ayers chart has been used previously to successfully evaluate
the dynamic range of an HDR display [LCS04]. The results from each task can be used
to corroborate the other two, ensuring the data is reliable. The results of the three
tasks under different ambient conditions are the dependent variables of the experiment.
The tasks were performed under two varying conditions corresponding to the two
independent variables in the experiment. The first independent variable, brightness, was
within-participants and was the luminance of the display. Five conditions were considered:
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(a) Bars: luminance ramp containing 30 gradations separated by 1 stop each.
(b) Squares: patches separated by 1.5 stops.
(c) Ayres: circles with a peak luminance of 20 stops above the background.
Figure 4.1: Test charts used in the subjective experiment. The charts were graded at
a range of different luminances, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 cd/m2. Presented
tone-mapped for print. Squares and Ayres show example patterns as the layout was
randomised.
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500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 cd/m2. All luminance levels were simulated on the
same display by adjusting the maximum output brightness.
The second independent variable, ambient, a between-participants independent
variable, represents the ambient illumination in the environment. The conditions: 0,
200, 3,000 and 80,000 lx were considered. These represent no light, an indoor artificially
lit working environment, an indoor sunlit (but not directly) environment, and a sunny
outdoor environment respectively. The ambient illumination was be measured using a
calibrated luminance meter placed in front of the display and illuminances within 1% of
the target brightness were be considered acceptable. Participants viewed all brightness
conditions for a single given ambient condition.
4.2.2 Materials
For each of the three dependent variables, a set of test charts were prepared and graded
at a range of luminances. The luminances chosen were 8,000, 4,000, 2,000, 1,000 and
500 cd/m2, reducing in steps of one stop. The first chart, shown in Figure 4.1b, contained
16 square luminance patches, the brightest patch shown at the peak luminance of the
display with the intensity of each successive patch reduced by 1.25 stops to cover a 20
stop range. The patches were displayed on four rows with four patches on each row
along with a single black patch; the order of the patches on each row was randomised
so as not to allow the prediction of the location of a patch. The goal of the task was to
count the number of visible patches.
The second chart, shown in Figure 4.1c, contained 20 Ayres circles with varying
contrast on a grey background [Ayr96], the first row contained 10 smaller circles while
the second and third rows contained 5 larger circles. Each was comprised of a dark circle
with a light stripe through the middle. Each circle was presented at one of three possible
orientations, −30◦, 0◦, 30◦, chosen randomly. The circles were displayed over a range of
contrasts, the strip in the highest contrast circle was chosen to be the peak luminance
of the chart and was 20 stops lighter than the grey background, the dark region was
chosen to be 20 stops darker than the background. Each successive circle has a lightness
and darkness 2 stops less than the previous giving 20 stops above and beneath the grey
background. The goal of the task was to correctly report the orientation of the circle.
The third chart, shown in Figure 4.1a, contained 30 full-height bars descending in 1
stop steps from 8,000 cd/m2. The chart was clamped at the peak luminance required
for the grading. Each bar was annotated with a number and the goal of the task was to
write down the number corresponding to the first and last perceptually differentiable
bar allowing the calculation of the number of stops visible.
The SIM2 display was used at five different luminance levels: 500, 1,000, 2,000,
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4,000 and 8,000 cd/m2 and is capable of a black level of >0.05 cd/m2.
4.2.3 Environment
Measured ambient
illumination (lux) Time of day
0 10pm
500 9pm
5,000 9am
5,000 6pm
80,000 12 noon
Table 4.2: Measured ambient illuminations
in the testing environment.
This display was positioned outdoors and
the experiments were conducted at times
selected from Table 4.2 so as to most
closely match the target illuminances
shown in Table 4.1. The actual conditions
tested were 0, 200, 3,000 and 80,000 lx.
To maintain the validity of the results
obtained from the experiments, the two
first scenarios (0 and 200 cd/m2) were con-
ducted in an experimental room in which
all the environmental variables were con-
trolled. The remaining conditions were
conducted in an outdoor environment with the display in the shadow for the 3,000 cd/m2
condition and in the sun for the 80,000 cd/m2 condition. Care was taken to ensure that
the ambient light level did not vary during the time the experiment was conducted.
4.2.4 Participants
The sample consisted of 40 participants (27 male and 13 female) with ages between
18 and 49 years old (µ = 23.75, σ = 7.0) who volunteered from a local university. The
participants were divided into eight groups of five each. This number of participants
was chosen to facilitate an efficient experiment while ensuring that they all were within
the required viewing angle for the display. Participants were chosen based on a non-
probabilistic sampling technique as they were chosen based on their relative ease of
access. Due the visual nature of the experiment, only participants with normal or
corrected to normal vision where chosen. This criteria was based on assessment by an
optician as to whether the participant required vision correction. If so, the participant
was required to use correction during the experiment. If the participant did not have
correction available they were not allowed to participate however this was reliant on the
honesty of the participant to report whether they needed correction.
4.2.5 Procedure
Before starting the experiment, the participants were informed that they would be
required to perform three tasks: count the number of squares visible on the display;
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identify the direction of the luminous strip on each circle; and report the numbers
corresponding to where they could no longer identify the limits between consecutive
bars. They were then introduced to the environment in which their conditions will took
place and asked to take a seat, ensuring that they can see the entirety of the display.
They were also be asked to ensure their vision was corrected to normal if required. Each
participant was handed a sheet of paper on a clipboard and a pen in order to report their
results. Then a brief training run performed so that the reporting procedure clear and
they understood what was required for each of the tasks. The luminance of the display
and illuminance of the environment were noted at this point. Software then displayed a
permutation of the images for the experiment on the display and the participants asked
to mark down what they can perceive. When all the images have been displayed the
luminance and illuminance were be measured again to ensure they remain consistent.
4.2.6 Results
Descriptive results for each of the three dependent variables are shown in Tables 4.3a
to 4.3c. Figure 4.2 shows the results for all the means. Figure 4.3 shows the results of
the experiments converted into stops. Figure 4.4 shows the results in stops averaged
across the three dependent variables.
The data captured for bars comprises two values: a minimum and a maximum. For
each capture the results are reported as the minimum subtracted from the maximum
as this represents the dynamic range observed by the participant. For squares, the
number of visible squares are reported. Finally, for Ayres, the number of successful
choices is presented. No outliers were removed from the results.
4.2.6.1 Bars results
For the dependent variable bars, a 4 (ambient) × 5 (brightness) repeated measures
factorial ANOVA was conducted.
For the main effect of brightness Maulchy’s test of sphericity was violated (p < 0.05)
and Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied. The main effect was significant
F (2.32, 83.46) = 48.412, p < 0.01. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections
demonstrated significant differences amongst all the conditions at p < 0.01 for all
conditions. However, 4,000 cd/m2 against 8,000 cd/m2 was significant at p < 0.05.
For the main effect of ambient, a significant difference was also noted F (3, 36) =
4117.65, p < 0.01. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections found significant
differences for all conditions at p < 0.01 except for the cases of 0 and 200 cd/m2 for
which no difference was found p = 0.90.
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Illuminance (lx)
0 200 3,000 80,000
L
u
m
in
an
ce
(c
d
/
m
2
)
500 15.00 14.70 12.50 8.70 12.725
µb
1,000 16.50 16.00 13.00 9.10 13.650
2,000 16.90 17.00 13.90 10.10 14.475
4,000 17.00 17.00 16.20 11.60 15.600
8,000 18.30 18.80 16.20 12.20 16.375
16.74 16.82 14.36 10.34
µa
(a) Bars
Illuminance (lx)
0 200 3,000 80,000
L
u
m
in
an
ce
(c
d
/
m
2
)
500 11.50 10.60 8.90 7.70 9.675
µb
1,000 12.10 11.50 9.50 7.80 10.225
2,000 12.00 12.00 10.30 8.20 10.625
4,000 12.10 12.00 11.50 9.50 11.275
8,000 13.20 12.60 11.70 10.50 12.000
12.18 11.74 10.38 8.75
µa
(b) Squares
Illuminance (lx)
0 200 3,000 80,000
L
u
m
in
an
ce
(c
d
/
m
2
)
500 17.00 16.00 12.70 9.90 13.925
µb
1,000 18.30 16.30 14.40 11.00 15.000
2,000 18.60 18.00 15.10 11.80 15.875
4,000 19.40 18.00 15.60 12.90 16.475
8,000 20.00 19.20 16.70 13.70 17.400
18.66 17.50 14.90 11.86
µa
(c) Ayres
Table 4.3: Mean scores for the three dependent variables across all brightness and
ambient levels. Mean correct answers are shown.
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Figure 4.2: Mean scores for the three dependent variables.
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Figure 4.3: Mean results in stops for the three dependent variables.
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Figure 4.4: Mean results in stops for all dependent variables.
4.2.6.2 Squares results
The dependent variable squares was also analysed using a 4 (ambient) × 5 (brightness)
repeated measures factorial ANOVA.
The main effect of brightness was found to be significant with Greenhouse-Geiser
corrections as Maulchy’s test for sphericity was violated, p < 0.05, F (2.65, 95.56) =
63.915, p < 0.01. Pairwise comparisons found significant differences across all brightness
conditions.
The main effect of ambient was also found to be significant F (3, 36) = 16155.01,
p < 0.01. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections found significant differences
across all conditions except 0 and 200 cd/m2 replicating the results seen for bars.
4.2.6.3 Ayres results
As with the other dependent variables, Ayres was analysed using 4 (ambient) × 5
(brightness) repeated measures factorial ANOVA. For the main effect of brightness,
Greinhouse-Geiser corrections were applied as Maulchy’s test of sphericity was violated,
p < 0.05, and a significant effect was found F (2.86, 103.07) = 138.47, p < 0.01. Pairwise
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comparisons with Bonferroni corrections were again found to be significant across all
conditions.
The main effect of ambient was found to be significant at F (3, 36) = 189.63, p < 0.01.
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections found significant differences across all
conditions.
4.2.7 Analysis
The initial hypothesis, h1, was that in bright ambient illuminations, a higher peak
brightness will allow more information from the image to be perceived and the results
show that this is indeed the case. From Figure 4.4, the display luminance necessary to
perceive a certain range at a given ambient illumination can be estimated, although
the results for the darker conditions may depend more on the black level obtained by
the display rather than the peak luminance. Around 15.5 stops can be perceived on a
500 cd/m2 display in a 200 lx environment, whereas that increases to over 18 stops on an
8,000 cd/m2 display. In an 80,000 lx environment, the entire range of content containing
10 stops can be perceived correctly on a 1,000 cd/m2 display, but if the content contains
14 stops an 8,000 cd/m2 display is needed.
4.2.8 Discussion
The results demonstrate the advantage of utilising a display with an 8,000 cd/m2 peak
luminance. Participants scores for this luminance significantly outperformed the other
conditions across all the three dependent variables. It is also clear that the participants
performance at each of the tasks increases as the maximum luminance of the display
increases. This is to be expected and confirms the hypothesis h1.
Another point of note is that as shown in Table 4.3b, the number of squares that
can be seen on a 1,000 cd/m2 display at 200 lx (11.5) is the same as can be seen on a
4,000 cd/m2 display at 3,000 lx. These results provide an insight into the peak luminance
required to match the dynamic range of a scene with the ambient illumination. A system
which can automatically adjust to these criteria will ensure the optimal HDR viewing
experience while minimising the power required as there is no need need to produce a
peak luminance higher than the determined value.
The ambient illuminances chosen for this experiment are representative of those in
the environments where HDR content may be viewed in the future. It was important
to include a sunny environment to show it is possible, with the right peak luminance,
to appreciate HDR content outside of a dark environment. Significant differences were
found between ambient illuminances confirming the hypothesis that the peak luminance
required to display HDR content is related to ambient illumination.
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4.3 Conclusions & Future Work
As HDR content becomes more widely available, the visual enhancements it provides
are likely to be desired in a wide variety of locations with a wide range of ambient
environments. This evaluation has shown that for a display to provide HDR many of
these environments a high peak luminance is necessary.
Furthermore, the information gained from this evaluation can be used to calculate
the necessary peak luminance for the content. This implies that for optimal viewing
the luminance of content is no longer fixed but should be adjusted, boosting it if the
range would be lost or reducing it to save power consumption if possible. This then
impacts compression as on-the-fly adjustments should be made to content to suit the
environment at the display, requiring real-time compression. Chapter 5 will investigate
the effects of luminance on compression quality, specifically focussing on whether a fixed
transfer function is optimal for content at a range of luminances or whether an adaptive
transfer function can improve quality.
Various models of the human visual system have been proposed. Further research
should investigate how well the results presented in this chapter fit those models.
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Chapter 5
Adapting Compression to
Content and Display
Chapter 3 showed how power functions, in the form of PTF, provide high quality video
compression. A selection of γ values were evaluated for use with PTF based on their
quality when compressing footage. The values were chosen by looking at the mean
quality across a range of images and choosing the values that correspond to the highest
quality1. From this experiment it was found that PTF4 provided the highest objective
quality however, PTF2.2, PTF6 and PTF8 were also tested to confirm the hypothesis
in a more robust setting. Although PTF4 provided the highest mean objective quality,
some sequences showed that alternative γ values for PTF resulted in higher quality.
In Chapter 4 the effects of ambient illumination on perceived detail were studied.
Specifically, they showed that for dynamic range to be visible in bright ambient environ-
ments, such as those found outdoors, display brightnesses of 8,000 cd/m2 are needed
to fully utilise the perceivable dynamic range of the HVS with minimum adaption.
However, in a dark or dimly-lit room a display with a peak brightness of 1,000 cd/m2 is
capable of displaying the required range. This demonstrates that both the luminance
of the display and the ambient environment at the display have an effect on what is
visible to the observer and that content needs to be adjusted accordingly.
This chapter focuses on whether compression quality can be improved by adapting
the PTF compression method to the content to be compressed, and to the screen for
display. It shows that the optimal constant for γ changes as peak display brightness
approaches 10,000 cd/m2 and how a different value is needed for optimal compression
of scene-referred data. It demonstrates how the ideal value of γ varies depending on
the content and how peak compression performance can only be achieved by adapting
1See Chapter 3 for more discussion.
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the value of γ to the content. It proposes a framework for developing and evaluating
adaptive compression methods and implements a new compression method, Adaptive
PTF (PTFa), around the framework. It also shows how the state-of-the-art compression
methods cope with brighter luminance displays and scene-referred data and compare
PTFa with those methods. This chapter answers the following research question:
Can compression performance be improved by adapting the compression
method to the content, the ambient environment and the luminance of the
display?
5.1 Related Work
Most compression methods, including the PQ [MND13] and HLG [Bor14] methods
standardised by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in BT.2100 [ITU16],
use a fixed transfer function. With a fixed shape transfer function, the precision with
which each luminance can be represented remains constant, even at the luminance of
the content changes throughout the sequence. PQ goes a step further and uses a fixed
mapping between the encoded values and the luminance emitted by the screen.
Optimisation has been used in the context of compression for adapting tone-mapping
functions for backwards-compatible HDR compression. Mai et al. proposed a backwards-
compatible two-stream compression method comprising an LDR layer and a residual
layer [MMM+11]. The residual layer is used to reconstruct the HDR frames after the
LDR layer has been inverse tone-mapped. The proposed method optimises a piecewise-
linear tone-curve in order to provide the most efficient tone-mapped representation of
the HDR by minimising the mean squared error (MSE) between reference and distorted
HDR frames. The authors then go on to propose a closed-form solution to their method
by building and applying a distortion model however they do not consider the associated
rate cost of the LDR layer [GRG+17]. Gommelet et al. address this problem in their
work by adding a constraint to the perceptual quality of the SDR layer with the intention
of preserving the artistic intent of the content [GRG+17]. They propose a new distortion
model based on image gradient with the aim of better approximating the rate-distortion
performance of video encoders. However, both of these methods are primarily suited to
backwards-compatible HDR video compression.
Adaptive LogLUV compression proposed by Motra and Thoma and made temporally
coherent by Garbas and Thoma will adjust to the luminance range required however
relies on a fixed, logarithmic transfer function [MT10; GT11].
Lu et al. proposed an adaptive extension to PQ that re-allocates code words in the
PQ mapping to increase quality [LPY+16b]. Operating in the IPT colour-space, the
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signal range is divided up in to a number of bins with the codewords redistributed
between the bins based on their impact to HDR-VDP-2 quality [MKR+11]. This has
the effect of reshaping the PQ signal used for compression. This distribution of code
words amongst the bins is mapped first to a LUT and then to the inverse of that LUT
for decompression, the inverse LUT is then approximated by a piecewise polynomial
to be passed as metadata to the decoder. The piecewise polynomial is then evaluated
to generate the actual inverse LUT from which the final forward LUT is calculated.
For optimisation the reshaping can be only recalculated at scene changes, this has the
added benefit of reducing the amount of metadata required.
Adaptive γ parameters have been employed in the field of inverse tone-mapping. Bist
et al. proposed an expansion operator (EO) which applied a power function to the LDR
image to increase contrast while increasing the range to that required for HDR imagery
[BCM+17]. The γ value was derived from a user study which asked the participants to
select the amount of γ they preferred from the range 1.0–2.2. The results are modelled
using the equation:
γ = 1 + log10
(
1
L∗
)
, (5.1)
where L∗ = L
∗
median
100 and L
∗
median is the median of the lightness image channel clipped
to the interval [0.05 : 0.95] to remove outliers. The resulting tone expansion model is
expressed as: YHDR = Lmax × Y γSDR, where YHDR is the Y component of the HDR
image in the XYZ colourspace; YSDR is the Y component of the SDR image in XYZ;
and Lmax is the peak luminance of the target HDR display.
5.2 Motivation
As discussed in Chapter 4, the ambient environment at the display plays a crucial role
in what is perceived by an observer. To maximise the visible range of the content,
its luminance may have to be adjusted. If the environment is known at the time of
compression, that can be achieved as a pre-processing step before encoding. However,
if, as is often the case, the environment is not known, or is variable as to be expected in
a broadcast environment, the way to maximise visible range is to broadcast a scene-
referred representation of the content and adjust the displayed luminance at the display.
In both cases however, adjustments to the content may be required.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrate how the selection of γ affects objective quality on
an image-by-image basis. They show that significant gains in quality can be achieved
by adjusting the value of γ depending on the image to be compressed. Content, it
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Figure 5.1: Coding-only quality in puPSNR as a function of γ for individual images
when compressed with PTF. The 20 images shown in Appendix A were compressed
with PTFγ to Y′CBCR 4:2:0 to get coding-only errors.
appears, plays a significant factor in the shape of the transfer function required for
optimal compression.
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Figure 5.2: Compression quality in puPSNR as a function of γ for individual images
when compressed with PTF and x265 at a range of QPs. The 20 images shown in
Appendix A were encoded in Y′CBCR 4:2:0 and compressed with 10-bit x265 in at 3 QP
settings: (a) QP0, (b) QP15, and (c) QP30. Quality was normalised with the bit-rate to
remove effects of unequal allocation of bits at the same QP value. The logarithm of the
bit-rate was chosen as bit-rate grows exponentially with quality; this is demonstrated in
Figure 3.7 where approximately linear plots are produced when bit-rate is plotted on a
logarithmic x axis.
Mean Peak
Quality Parameter puPSNR
log(size)
γ
0 4.1213 4.03
15 4.0937 4.85
30 3.9461 6.25
Table 5.1: Peak puPSNRlog(size) results with their
associated γ values taken from Figure 5.2.
This table shows how mean peak γ increases
as the QP parameter of the encoder is in-
creased.
Quality parameter (QP) controls the
quality of the encoded video by means of
bit-rate control, with 0 being the highest
quality (and therefore bit-rate) and 51 be-
ing the lowest. This is achieved by varying
the amount of quantisation performed dur-
ing the forward transform of the discrete
cosine transform (DCT).
Also of note is that the variation in
quality is reduced as the QP is increased
and the bit-rate reduced. Figure 5.3
provides an general overview of how γ
affects normalised quality across different encoding QPs. Table 5.1 presents the same ef-
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Figure 5.3: Mean compression quality as a function of γ when averaged across a selection
of images compressed with PTF and x265 at a range of QPs. The 20 images shown in
Appendix A were encoded in Y′CBCR 4:2:0 and compressed with 10-bit x265 in at 3
QP settings: QP0, QP15, and QP30.
fect in numbers and shows how the mean peak γ value increases as the QP of the encoder
is increased. This demonstrates how the optimal γ value for base-band quantisation is
dependent on settings chosen for the encoding.
When these effects are put together, it can be seen that numerous factors, such as
the ambient environment at the display and the luminance of the screen, affect how
the content needs to be presented. These factors, along with features of the content
and the compression such as QP, then affect the transfer function that needs to be
applied to maximum compression quality. A system is therefore needed to adapt the
transfer function to achieve the highest possible compression quality given the set of
environmental factors.
5.3 Adaptive Compression Framework
A broad overview of how adaptive compression is performed in this thesis is presented
in Figure 5.4. It shows how content, encoding parameters, and external features such
as the ambient environment and luminance of the display, are taken into account by
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Figure 5.4: A generic framework for adaptive compression. This framework takes
information from the content, environment and the display to provide parameters to
the HDR compression method through an adaption method. The final decoded content
can be tested with a comparison function such as puPSNR or HDR-VDP-2. Dashed
lines show optional processes.
an adaption method which provides the metadata required to optimise compression to
the given set of circumstances. The adaption method may, depending on the factors,
adjust the luminance of the content as to provide the highest amount of visible range
at the display, or optimise the compression to the scene-referred representation of the
data. This metadata then may include a normalisation factor, or parameters to reshape
the transfer function for optimal compression. The framework provides the facility to
evaluate the decompressed output for quality either in terms of base-band coding errors
only, or with video encoding included.
5.4 Optimisation Method
For an adaptive HDR video compression method to be effectively implemented, a
pipeline must be designed to provide the necessary structure for data processing.
The pipeline provides the necessary stages to allow the uncompressed HDR video
frames to be passed in, for the compression method to process the frames and adapt
accordingly, for the video bit-stream and required metadata be packaged in a container for
distribution, for the bit-stream and metadata to be decoded to produce the decompressed
HDR video frames, and optimally for the quality of the compression method to be
tested.
Figure 5.5 presents the pipeline for PTFa. The optimisation is seeded with an initial
γ parameter for testing, this is compressed with PTF and then optionally encoded and
decoded using a video encoder. The use of a video encoder, such as x265, HM [SOH+12],
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Figure 5.5: Adaptive compression pipeline for PTFa allowing iterative optimisation of
PTF to achieve the highest quality compression. Dashed lines denote optional steps,
such as the coding only optimisation that avoids the encode and decode optimisation
steps.
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or VP9 [MBG+13], and decoder is optional as it incurs a significant performance penalty
on optimisation. If a video encoder is not included however then the selected γ may
be sub-optimal. This is due to the video encoder and associated parameters such as
QP having an effect on the ideal γ value, as shown in Section 5.2. The data is then
decompressed with PTF and compared with the input to decide whether the chosen
γ value is optimal. If the value is not optimal then a new γ value is chosen and then
next iteration is performed. When the optimal value is found, it is used with PTF
to compress the data before encoding it with the video encoder and distributed as a
single video bitstream and accompanying metadata in a container format. This package
can then be passed to a video decoder and PTF decompression function for display. If
additional quality metric are desired then they can be calculated using the decoded
HDR output frames. The metadata required for PTFa includes the normalisation factor
N as with PTFγ however it now must include the adaptive γ value chosen.
The optimisation procedure can be performed per frame however, adjusting the
parameter too frequently may reduce compression efficiency as it results in global frame
adjustment. Alternatively it can be adjusted at the intra-frame period, per scene or per
sequence.
The choice of algorithm to select the optimal γ parameter is not restricted, however
it is crucial to the performance of PTFa. In this implementation and the evaluation in
Section 5.5, the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex method for function minimisation [NM65]
was used as implemented by MATLAB in the fminsearch function. It was chosen
due to it’s lack of a requirement for explicit function derivatives [LRW+98] , unlike
other methods which require an analytical expression of the function gradient which
cannot be derived for image quality. The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
Quasi-Newton non-linear function minimisation method [Bro70; Fle70; Gol70; Sha70]
was also tested, however it converged on less optimal γ parameters than Nelder-Mead.
5.4.1 Nelder-Mead Function Minimisation
The Nelder-Mead method is an algorithm for minimising a real-valued objective function
f(x) for x ∈ Rn where n is the dimensionality of the search space. The method creates
a simplex in n dimensions which it then steps one vertex at a time towards a minima in
the objective function. Four scalars must be specified corresponding to reflection (ρ),
expansion (χ), contraction (γ), and shrinkage (σ). The parameters should satisfy:
ρ > 0, χ > 1, χ > ρ, 0 < γ < 1, 0 < σ < 1. (5.2)
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Figure 5.6: Nelder-Mead simplex transformations in 2d after different stages of the
algorithm have been performed. Dashed line denotes the kth iteration simplex while
the solid line denotes the simplex for the iteration, k + 1.
The values for the parameters in the MATLAB implementation of Nelder-Mead are
ρ = 1, χ = 2, γ =
1
2
, σ =
1
2
, (5.3)
these values are taken to define the standard Nelder-Mead algorithm.
At the kth iteration the algorithm defines a simplex ∆k with it’s n + 1 vertices,
x
(k)
1 , . . . ,x
(k)
n+1, each of which exist in Rn. The vertices are ordered such that
f
(k)
1 ≤ f (k)2 ≤ · · · ≤ f (k)1 , (5.4)
where f (k)1 denotes f(x
(k)
i ). The kth iteration produces a set of n+ 1 vertices to define
a new simplex for the k+ 1th iteration. As the aim is the minimise f , x(k)n+1 is the worst
vertex, x(k)n is the next-worst vertex, while x
(k)
1 is the best vertex. Each iteration k of
the algorithm produces either a new vertex which replaces x(k)n+1 in the set or vertices for
the iteration k+ 1, or a new set of n points which, together with x(k)1 form the complete
simplex for the iteration k + 1.
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The stages of a single iteration k of the algorithm are presented as follows
1. Order: Sort the vertices to satisfy f (k)1 ≤ f (k)2 ≤ · · · ≤ f (k)1 , using tie breaking
rules if required.
2. Reflect: Compute the reflection point x(k)r from
x(k)r = x¯
(k) + ρ
(
x¯(k) − x(k)n+1
)
, (5.5)
where x¯(k) =
∑n
i=1 x
(k)
i /n is the centroid of the n best vertices. If f
(k)
1 ≤ f (k)r < f (k)n ,
return the reflection point x(k)r and terminate the iteration.
3. Expand: If f (k)r < f
(k)
1 , calculate the expansion point x
(k)
e ,
x(k)e = x¯
(k) + χ
(
x(k)r − x¯(k)
)
= x¯(k) + ρχ
(
x¯(k) − x(k)n+1
)
. (5.6)
If f (k)e < f
(k)
r , return the expansion point x
(k)
e and terminate the iteration; other-
wise f (k)e ≥ f (k)r , accept the reflection point x(k)r .
4. Contract: If f (k)r ≥ f (k)n , perform a contraction between x¯(k) and the smaller of
x
(k)
n+1 and x
(k)
r .
(a) Outside: If f (k)n ≤ f (k)r < f (k)n+1 perform an outside contraction
x(k)c = x¯
(k) + γ
(
x(k)r − x¯(k)
)
= x¯(k) + γρ
(
x¯(k) − x(k)n+1
)
. (5.7)
If f (k)c < f
(k)
r , return x
(k)
c ; otherwise perform a shrink.
(b) Inside: If f (k)r ≥ f (k)n+1, perform an inside contraction
x(k)cc = x¯
(k) − γ
(
x¯(k) − x(k)n+1
)
. (5.8)
If f (k)cc < f
(k)
n+1, return f
(k)
cc ; otherwise perform a shrink.
5. Shrink: Calculate a new set of n vertices v(k)i = x
(k)
1 + σ
(
x
(k)
i − x(k)1
)
, i =
2, . . . , n+ 1. The vertices of simplex ∆k+1 consist of x
(k)
1 ,v
(k)
2 , . . . ,v
(k)
n+1.
The implementation in MATLAB of Nelder-Mead is as described in [LRW+98] and
uses the following tie-breaking rules when vertices result in equal function values. The
rules assign the new vertex the highest possible position in the evaluation ordering.
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Non-shrink ordering rule. During a non-shrink step, the vertex x(k)n+1 is discarded.
The new vertex, v(k), assumes the position j + 1 in the vertices of ∆k+1, where
j = max
0≤`≤n
{
` | f(v(k)) < f(x(k)`+1)
}
; (5.9)
the remaining vertices retain their previous ordering.
Shrink ordering rule. During a shrink step, the only vertex preserved from ∆k is
x
(k)
1 . If one or more of the new are tied as the best point then retain x
(k)
1 as the best
point: if
min
{
f(v
(k)
2 ), · · · , f(v(k)n+1)
}
= f(x
(k)
1 ), (5.10)
then f(x(k+1)1 ) = f(x
(k)
1 ). Figure 5.6 shows the simplex transformations performed by
Nelder-Mead at each stage of the algorithm.
For practical use Nelder-Mead requires an upper bound on the number of iterations
performed to ensure the algorithm terminates in a finite period. Three different tests
are performed, termx, termf , fail; in normal usage the resulting disjunction taken to
be whether to terminate the algorithm.
1. termx: the domain convergence test evaluates to true when the volume of the
simplex ∆k reduces past a certain threshold, tolx.
2. termf : the function convergence test evaluates to true when the values from all
the function evaluations converge to within a certain threshold, tolf .
3. fail: the no-convergence test becomes true when the number of iterations or the
number of function evaluations exceeds a certain threshold, numk and numf .
Common implementations define term = termx ∨ termf ∨ fail however MATLAB
uses term = (termx ∧ termf ) ∨ fail. The thresholds used for this evaluation were the
MATLAB defaults, tolx = 1× 10−4, tolf = 1× 10−4, numk = 200 ∗ n, numf = 200 ∗ n.
Nelder-Mead was chosen for this implementation of PTFa partially because, of the
two optimisation methods tested, it resulted in the highest objective quality but also
because it is a comparatively fast optimisation method. Other than during a shrink step
the algorithm only needs one or two function evaluations per iteration. As the function
to optimise is expensive to compute this is a significant benefit. Furthermore is has been
shown experimentally that shrink steps almost never occur in practice. Torczon reports
only 33 shrink steps in 2.9 million iterations on a set of general test functions [Tor89].
The rarity of shrink steps is also confirmed by Lagarias et al. [LRW+98]. The final
justification for the choice of optimisation function is that of the function minimisation
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algorithms available in MATLAB, Nelder-Mead optimised the γ parameter to result in
the highest objective quality. Other optimisation functions may result in more optimal
values for γ and this could be the study of future work.
Following the use of this algorithm in 1 dimension the value a in PTFa is set to
a local minima of the search domain, min
a
f(PTF′a(c(PTFa(x))), x), where x is the
video sequence to be compressed, c is optionally a function to encode and decode a
video bit-stream, and f(x, y) is the image comparison function. In this evaluation
f(x, y) = 1HDR-VDP(x,y) or f(x, y) =
1
puPSNR(x,y) , depending on which metric was being
optimised for. However, in general, f can be any image quality comparison function
which can be minimised to yield improved quality.
5.5 Results
For adaption to be considered useful it must result in a higher objective quality than
that available from a fixed TF compression method. The primary focus of these results
is to evaluate the quality as a result of reshaping the transfer function. Therefore, the
scene-referred luminance and a number of display-referred luminances were selected for
testing to simulate the luminances required for a range of ambient environments, this is
the independent variable, luminance.
This evaluation was performed on a dataset of 147 images. As the focus is on
adaption to content, a dataset of images was chosen to gain an understanding of how
adaption performs under a wide range of content. The dataset initially contained
scene-referred data however it was also compressed to a range of luminances using a
99th percentile grading method. The values for the independent variable, luminance,
chosen were 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 10,000 cd/m2 as they represent a variety of typical
values for display-referred data, and the scene-referred representation. The dataset
contained images from a variety of sources with a range of content and capture methods.
105 of the 106 images from the Fairchild dataset [Fai07] were used, calibrated where
possible using the provided data and rescaled to 1920× 1080 using a bilinear resampling
method. 19 of the 20 images presented in Appendix A were also tested2. 12 frames
from the sequences provided to MPEG for the HDR and Wide Colour Gamut Call for
Evidence [LFH15] were tested. Frames from Blender’s Tears of Steel [Hub12]; Stuttgart
Media University’s EXR Sequences [FGE+14] Showgirl 1 & 2, Cars Fullshot, Fireplace
2; Technicolor’s Seine [LLF13]; Warwick University’s Jaguar, and CGRoom were used.
The mean peak value for the scene-referred data was 66,059 cd/m2, the mean value was
1,347 cd/m2, and the mean dynamic range was 25.10 stops.
2Memorial was excluded on account of its resolution.
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The Y′CBCR colourspace was used with the correct primaries for the content and
4:2:0 chroma-subsampling. Video encoding was not used for this evaluation primarily to
gain an understanding of adaption at the base-band level. Secondly because encoding
images with a video encoder is not necessarily indicative of how the encoder will perform
on a video sequence as the image will be encoded as an I-frame. Thirdly, to reduce the
computational cost of the evaluation as many iterations of the encoding function are
needed to optimise the compression method.
5.5.1 Quality
Figure 5.7 presents the average results of PTFa after optimisation when compared with
HLG, PQ, PTF4, and PTF8 for both HDR-VDP-2 and puPSNR. For both metrics, a
higher result indicates less distortion in the image, or fewer artefacts. These two metrics
were chosen as they correlate most highly with a subjective evaluation [MDB+16a]. In
the evaluation the optimisation comparison function f was chosen to be the reciprocal
of puPSNR(ref, dec) where ref is the set of reference frames, dec is the set of decoded
frames from PTF′a(PTFa(ref)), PTF
′
a(x) is the PTF decompression function. The
Nelder-Mead optimisation method was seeded with an initial value of 4 as PTF4 was
found to give the highest objective results in Chapter 3. Seeding the algorithm with
random starting locations between 1 and 12 was tested, however it resulted in a lower
quality result. This is likely due to the optimisation algorithm finding local minima
rather than the global minima. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 however appear to show no local
minima, it is hypothesised that the granularity of the brute force evaluation was not
sufficient to resolve the local minima present.
Figure 5.7a shows the results for puPSNR. On the display-referred data, the ranking
of HLG dropped from 3rd to 4th as luminance increased to 10,000 cd/m2, the other
methods order remained constant with regards to each other and was: PTFa, PTF4, PQ,
PTF8; and the following order for scene-referred data: PTFa, PTF4, PTF8, HLG, PQ.
Except for HLG, the difference in quality for display-referred data remained constant
between the methods but dropped as luminance increased. The methods saw an
increase in objective quality when tested using scene referred data over data graded to
10,000 cd/m2.
Figure 5.7b shows the objective results for the HDR-VDP-2 metric, the compression
methods are ranked in the following order from highest quality to lowest quality for
the display-referred data: PTFa, HLG, PTF4, PQ, PTF8; and the following order for
the scene-referred data: PTFa, HLG, PTF4, PTF8, PQ. The difference in quality drop
remained fairly constant as the luminance of the display-referred data was increased,
except for HLG where quality was almost preserved. On scene-referred data the top
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Figure 5.7: Coding performance in (a) puPSNR and (b) HDR-VDP-2 for PQ, HLG,
PTF4, PTF8 and PTFa when tested on a dataset of 147 images graded at a range of
display-referred luminances and the scene-referred luminance. The results for PQ on
scene-referred data are not reported as the method is limited to representing data of
10,000 cd/m2 or less.
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three methods, PTFa, HLG, and PTF4 produced similar results whereas PTF8 and PQ
produced lower results. PTFa and PQ performed worse than the 10,000 cd/m2 result
however the other methods performed better.
5.5.2 Performance
Luminance (cd/m2) Optimal γ Optimisation Time (s)
1,000 3.25 108.75
2,000 3.34 109.04
4,000 3.40 107.28
10,000 3.48 107.30
Scene 4.22 107.67
Table 5.2: Mean trained γ values along with optimisation time in seconds for PTFa on
the 147 image dataset used in the evaluation. The mean luminance of the scene-referred
dataset is 66,059 cd/m2.
Table 5.2 shows the resulting mean adaptive γ values along with the mean optimisation
time from training PTFa on the dataset used for the evaluation for each luminance.
The mean trained γ value increased slightly as the display-referred luminance increased
but jumped up significantly for scene-referred data. The mean optimisation time was
roughly constant at around 1m 49s per image.
5.5.3 Optimisation
Figure 5.8 shows how γ and puPSNR change during the course of the optimisation.
Figure 5.8a shows how the optimisation is initialised at a γ value of 4 and then quickly
diverges as the search algorithm finds higher performing γ values for individual images on
each iteration. Figure 5.8b shows the gain in puPSNR improves as iteration. Each image
starts with a baseline quality, the quality of the image when encoded with PTF4, which
is then improved as the search algorithm finds higher performing γ values. Particularly
striking is the quality improvement achieved on B (10) by the optimisation. Initially,
the puPSNR is 45.81 with a γ value of 4, however this climbs to 52.82 puPSNR when
its optimal γ of 1.94 is achieved.
5.6 Analysis & Discussion
PTFa was trained using the puPSNR metric so it is expected that the method performs
at least as well as PTF4, the second highest performing method. The result of the
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Figure 5.8: Example optimisations of PTFa for 19 images from the Warwick dataset
shown in Appendix A when graded to scene referred luminance. (a) shows how γ
changes during each iteration of an image. (b) shows the gain in puPSNR during each
iteration of an image.
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optimisation was that PTFa produced the highest objective result at all values of
luminance including scene-referred data. PTFa exhibited a fairly consistent gain of
1.33 puPSNR (2.20%) over the next best method, PTF4, and 2.52 puPSNR (4.14%) over
PQ on the display-referred data. PTFa exhibited a gain of 0.80 puPSNR (1.30%) over
PTF4 on scene-referred data.
It should be noted however that the training did not overfit PTFa to the puPSNR
metric. PTFa outperformed the other tested methods in terms of HDR-VDP-2 at all
values of luminance, gaining on average 1.43 VDP (1.74%) over HLG, the second highest
performing method, for display-referred data and 0.62 VDP (0.76%) for scene-referred
data. PTFa gained 2.88 VDP (3.50%) over PTF4 on display-referred data and 1.16 VDP
(1.42%) on scene-referred data. This result shows that PTFa optimisation generalises
and adds robustness to the method. The results show that by adapting the γ parameter
in PTFa, an increase in both HDR-VDP-2 and puPSNR can be achieved over the use
of PTF with a fixed γ parameter.
It should be noted that the performance of PQ was severely hampered on scene-
referred data. This is because PQ uses a fixed normalisation value of 10,000 cd/m2
and is unable to represent data above this limit without the perceptual curve being
reformulated.
From Table 5.2 it can be seen that as the luminance increases the mean γ value
increases. This correlates with what is known about the HVS and visual perception. As
the luminance of the content increases through the mesopic range to the photopic range
the perceptual response moves from a 1⁄2 power function as described by the de Vries-
Rose relationship [Kel77] to the logarithmic response described by the Weber-Fechner
relationship [SYD87]. The luminance values were chosen to reflect typical values for the
peak luminance of displays. This suggests a relationship between the compression curve
and the peak luminance of the display which can be exploited by PTFa to improve
compression efficiency.
Table 5.2 presents the mean time taken to optimise PTFa at each luminance. This
evaluation was performed on single frames and without the use of a video encoder
although a high performance version was not implemented and instead the optimisation
was performed in MATLAB. A mean time for all values of luminance was 108 s however,
this limits the practicality of direct optimisation for PTFa. If the optimisation was
performed on video sequences and using high quality video encoding the time taken to
optimise would be greatly increased. The use of optimisation also prevents the method
from being used in a real-time environment as such a system is required to process
frames at the capture frame-rate, usually 30 or 60 fps.
Care also needs to be taken when optimising for video sequences as large jumps in
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encoded γ will reduce compression efficiency and could introduce temporal artefacts. A
potential solution to this problem would be to limit the range of each successive frame’s
γ to be within a certain distance of the previous frame’s γ. This also would have the
benefit of reducing the search space and therefore reducing the time needed to optimise
PTFa.
The benefit of adapting a single γ parameter over the use of a LUT as used by
other methods is the reduced metadata requirement. Lu et al. [LPY+16b] proposed
approximating the LUT with a piece-wise polynomial curve to reduce the size of the
reshaping metadata however they then had to use the inverse of the polynomial to apply
the forward reshaping to the data, increasing complication.
5.7 Conclusion & Future Work
This chapter has presented PTFa, an adaptive compression method based on power
functions and an extension to PTF.
It provided the motivation for adaptive compression, taking the conclusion to
Chapter 4 to show why content may need to be adjusted for the ambient environment.
It demonstrated, using a brute-force evaluation, how content compresses under a range
of γ values and showed that varying the γ based on the content could lead to significant
improvements in compression quality.
A generic framework for adaptive compression was introduced taking into account
parameters from the display, such as the peak luminance, the environment at the display,
most notably the ambient illumination, and the content. The framework allowed these
parameters to feed into the HDR compression method with the goal of providing an
improved experience. This chapter then explained in detail the method used in PTFa
for optimising the γ parameter based on the content, including a thorough explanation
of the Nelder-Mead method used in the following evaluation for function optimisation.
The flow and operation of PTFa was presented in a processing pipeline which also served
as the experimental framework.
This chapter then presented the results of an experiment to determine whether
adapting the compression method to the content has a positive impact on the quality.
This was followed by a thorough analysis of the results and their impact.
The results of the evaluation show that PTFa produces higher quality compression
than PTF4, PTF8, PQ [MND13] and HLG [Bor14], when tested with both puPSNR and
HDR-VDP-2. It should be noted that adaptive compression enhanced quality under a
different metric than the one used for the optimisation process. This provides important
evidence towards the robustness of adaptive compression and demonstrates that the
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optimisation did not simply tune the γ parameter to the metric.
The results also show that the ideal γ value for the compression of the content
is dependent on the luminance of the display intended for the presentation of that
content. Chapter 4 has shown that the peak luminance required to perceive the detail
in the content is dependent on ambient environment. We therefore have a system where
adjusting the luminance of the content such that the range is visible on the display
requires that the γ value is in turn adjusted to ensure optimal compression.
The research question posed in the introduction to the chapter is then answered.
This chapter has demonstrated that compression performance can be improved by
adapting the compression method to the content, the ambient environment and the
luminance of the display.
The computation required to optimised even a single parameter incurs a significant
penalty on the performance of the method, even with the high computational efficiency of
PTF. It is possible that a closed form solution to the γ selection is possible. The proposed
method could be implemented for HDR video on either a per-frame or per-sequence basis,
with per-frame having far greater performance, however the computational expense
incurred renders this method incapable of achieving real-time performance. Chapter 6
will look into the potential to develop a model for predicting optimal γ values with
greatly reduced computational demand.
A topic for future study will investigate the effects of the video encoder and its
parameters on adaption. Section 5.2 has provided evidence that the QP has an affect
on the optimal γ value. However, the computation required to optimise high-quality
encoded video sequences restricts what can be achieved in a reasonable time-scale.
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Chapter 6
Deep Learning for Adaptive
Compression
Chapter 5 introduced PTFa as a method for adaptive HDR compression, and showed
that adapting the γ value to the content can yield improvements in objective quality
over a fixed transfer function such as PTF4, PQ or HLG. The method of γ value
selection used in PTFa was an iterative search for the optimal γ value per-sequence
or per-frame using a function minimisation algorithm. This iterative process requires
many evaluations of an objective function which, in the case of the compression of a
video sequence, is very computationally expensive, taking, on average, 1m 49s per frame
with an unrestricted search.
This chapter will introduce two methods to improve the computational performance of
Adaptive PTF compression. Firstly, this chapter will present a regression method based
on simple image statistics to predict γ values. A regression model is computationally
and memory efficient, however it is restricted to relying on the features provided as input.
This chapter will show that a regression model can predict γ values with relatively high
accuracy. However, the results show that the predictions yield compression with a lower
objective quality than that achieved by using a constant γ value in the form of PTF4
and the method is therefore not worthwhile.
Secondly, as a regression model cannot improve the quality of PTF4, this chapter
presents a deep learning method using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to train
a model. The CNN is able to learn image features and use them to predict the γ values
needed for high quality compression. An evaluation demonstrates that the CNN method
produces higher quality compression than PTF4, and almost matches the quality at
PTFa but with orders of magnitude less computation. The aim of this chapter is to
accelerate optimised compression to a rate that enables real-time compression while
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using an adaptable γ parameter to achieve high-quality compression.
6.1 Regression Model
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Figure 6.1: Scene-referred, coding-only puPSNR
and HDR-VDP-2 results for the regression model
on the 147 images dataset. The regression model
was used to predict γ values for PTF with the
results compared against HLG, PTF4 and PTFa.
Fitting a model to image statistics,
the independent variables, using re-
gression techniques allows for a com-
putationally and memory efficient
forward-pass when predicting the de-
pendent variable, γ in this system.
Image statistics can be collected in a
computationally efficient manner re-
quiring few passes over the data. The
statistics collected were: min, max,
mean, median, harmonic mean, stand-
ard deviation, kurtosis, log10 mean,
exp mean log, weber contrast, dy-
namic range, image key, skew, in-
terquartile range, geometric mean and
log kurtosis. The resulting model is
memory efficient and can be represen-
ted using a small number of paramet-
ers.
The dataset used to perform the regression was the 147 image dataset at scene-
referred luminance only. The regression is an offline process to build the model and
takes the dataset of HDR images and pairs of γ values as input. k-fold cross-validation
was used with 146 images used to train and one image used to validate. The resulting
model used the Kurtosis image statistic only and produced an mean absolute error of
1.06.
6.1.1 Results
Figure 6.1 shows the results for the regression model, PTFr. The model was compared
with HLG, PTF4 and PTFa on the scene-referred data using a coding-only compression
scheme to 10-bit Y′CBCR 4:2:0. The results show that PTFr does not perform as
well as PTFa or PTF4 when tested with either puPSNR or HDR-VDP-2. PTFr does
outperform HLG when tested with the puPSNR metric however it does not when tested
with the HDR-VDP-2 metric. PQ results are not shown as the method is not suitable
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for use with scene-referred data.
6.1.2 Analysis & Discussion
The reason for the poor performance of the regression model based implementation
of PTFr is that the predicted γ values are too inaccurate to result in high-quality
compression. This is shown by the error resulting from the training being 1.06. The
predicted γ values must more closely match the ideal values from the optimisation
process for regression to be considered a useful adaptive method. For γ prediction to be
a useful technique, the resulting quality must be higher than when using a constant γ
value, such as in PTF4. This chapter will now show that a CNN is able to predict γ
values from content with higher accuracy as the necessary features are not predetermined,
but can instead be extracted during the training process.
6.2 Deep Learning Model
This section will investigate whether training a CNN to learn relevant features from
the image will result in predictions of the dependent variable, γ, with lower error. The
independent variable used is the HDR image itself. A CNN was chosen as it is capable
of learning the features it needs to reduce the error, this is achieved by adjusting the
convolution performed at each layer.
6.2.1 Method
A (Deep) Neural Network consists of layers of non-linear transformations. The input,
xl, to each layer, l, is linearly transformed by a matrix of learnable weights, Wl, and
biases, bl, before each dimension is non-linearly transformed by an activation function,
f(a). The output from each layer, ol = f(Wlxl + bl), is used as the input to the next
layer, xl+1 = ol, in a feed-forward manner. The first layer, where data is presented to
the network, is called the input layer, and the final layer, where data is extracted from
the network, is called the output layer. All layers between the input and output layers
are called hidden layers.
CNNs contain specialised layers for image processing which utilise convolutional
kernels to extract spatial correlations in the image. This kernel can again be expressed as
a linear transformation matrix,Wl, but can be highly sparse and contain repeated weights.
The activation function chosen for the network in this chapter is the non-saturating
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [HSM+00], f(a) = max(0, a), which is commonly used
in CNNs [LBH15] as it is computationally efficient and can allow for faster and more
effective training on complex datasets [GBB11]. CNNs frequently contain subsampling
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Figure 6.2: Structure of the Convolutional Neural Network used in this chapter showing
the convolutional and fully-connected stages. A HDR image is the sole input to the
network and predicted γ value the sole output.
layers to lower the dimensionality of the data and so to reduce computational cost. Max
pooling is one method of subsampling which returns the maximum of non-overlapping
N×N regions of the input and reduces each dimension by a factor of N .
The weights and biases of each layer are learned from the data using a supervised
technique such that the chosen loss function is minimised. In this method the loss
function was the L1-loss between the network output and supervisory signal. The loss is
minimised using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and the backpropagation algorithm.
The algorithm uses the chain rule to compute the gradient of the loss with respect to the
network parameters. The parameters are then updated in the direction of the gradient
so as to minimise the loss.
The input to the CNN in this chapter is a full resolution HDR image. It is passed
through three sets of convolutional layers, each followed by max-pooling layers. Each
convolution consists of a 3×3 kernel with a stride of 2. The first layer is comprised of 6
filters, followed by 15 filters for the second layer and 30 for the third layer. Each max
pooling layer uses a 2×2 region, halving the resolution of the data in each dimension.
The output from the three convolutional layers is a high-level description of the image
content. The output of the convolutional layers is used as the input to the fully-
connected network with an input layer of size 64 and on to a hidden layer of size 512.
The output layer produces a single number, the predicted γ value used for compression.
The architecture of the network is presented in Figure 6.2.
The dataset used to develop the network is the same as used in Chapter 5. It
consisted of 147 images graded at five luminance levels, four display-referred luminance
levels (1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 10,000 cd/m2) and the scene-referred luminance, which
were paired with their optimal γ values computed in Chapter 5 to give a total of 735
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Figure 6.3: PTFp training convergence over the 100 epoch training time. The error can
be seen to drop every 10 epochs as the learning rate is adapted.
pairs. From this dataset, 661 pairs were used as the training set and 74 pairs were
reserved for testing the network. The network was trained using PyTorch for 100 epochs
using the ADAM optimiser [KB14] with the default β1 and β2 parameters. The learning
rate for SGD halved every 10 epochs from an initial value of 0.0001. The network
took 9 hours, 57 minutes to train using an Nvidia GeForce GTX1080. After training
the network, the mean absolute error on the test set was 0.303. Figure 6.3 shows the
convergence of the network during training.
Figure 6.4 shows the general data flow for PTFp. The training is an offline process
using backpropagation to set the best possible weights for the network, and like regression
takes the dataset of HDR images and γ pairs as an input. The many weights and
biases are passed to the production CNN for feed-forward operation. The HDR input
frame is then passed to the CNN for the convolutional stage and then the many learned
features are passed to the fully-connected stage to estimate the optimal γ value. This
value is then used by PTF to compress the HDR input frame. Y′CBCR data with
possible chroma sub-sampling is passed to the video encoder to create a bit-stream for
distribution and the adaptive γ value used for compression is packaged alongside the
bit-steam in a container format. Decoding follows a similar process to PTFa where the
γ parameter is taken from the metadata and used to decompress the decoded bit-stream
from the video container. Finally, the quality between the reference HDR input and
the distorted HDR output frames can be calculated by a metric such as puPSNR or
HDR-VDP-2 to give an overall quality score.
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Figure 6.4: Pipeline showing the operation and dataflow used in PTFp. A set of red
arrows denotes the transfer of weights and biases from the training network to the
feed-forward network.
6.2.2 Results
The mean absolute error between optimal γ values, calculated in Chapter 5, and the
predicted γ values was 0.303. To understand how this affects perceptual results it was
necessary to use the predicted γ values to compress data. PTFp was evaluated against
3 state-of-the-art one-stream methods, PQ [MND13], HLG [Bor14] and PTF4, and also
against PTFa, which was presented in Chapter 5, to see the loss caused by employing a
CNN. The methods were tested using data graded at the display-referred luminances of
1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 10,000 cd/m2 and the scene-referred luminance. The content was
stored in PFM frames as single-precision floating-point data were needed to store the high
values needed for scene-referred data. The pipeline was executed in its entirety on each
image and at the scene and display-referred luminances tested. The dataset contained
74 images randomly selected from the 735 image dataset consisting of 147 images graded
at 5 luminances. The testing set contained 21 images graded at 1,000 cd/m2, 11 at
2,000 cd/m2, 19 at 4,000 cd/m2, 7 at 10,000 cd/m2 and 16 at scene-referred luminance,
these numbers arose as a random permutation of the dataset which was concatenated
to augment the data for training.
The methods were compared for perceptual quality on an objective basis using the
puPSNR and HDR-VDP-2 metrics. The performance of the CNN in generating adaptive
γ parameters is also presented.
6.2.2.1 Quality
The method of obtaining quality results for PTFp is presented in Figure 6.4. The
method used for the PTFa results is presented in Chapter 5 and for PTF4, PQ and HLG
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Display-Referred Scene-Referred
Method puPSNR VDP puPSNR VDP
PQ 56.27 74.86 — —
HLG 56.91 79.51 51.43 75.94
PTF4 57.83 78.54 56.05 73.06
PTFa 59.43 81.78 57.15 75.14
PTFp 59.32 81.67 56.57 75.92
Table 6.1: Scene-Referred and Mean Display-Referred coding performance in (a) HDR-
VDP-2.2.1 and (b) puPSNR for PQ, HLG, PTF4, PTFa, and PTFp when tested on 74
images selected from a dataset of 735 images. The results for PQ on scene-referred data
are not reported.
in Chapter 3. The parameters used in this evaluation are the same as those used for
Chapter 5. The PTF compression function produced planar 10-bit Y′CBCR frames with
a 4:2:0 chroma-subsampling. Base-band coding only results were produced as the CNN
was trained on the coding-only results presented in Chapter 5 and as Section 5.2 has
demonstrated, γ selection is dependent on QP. The network would need to be trained
with QP as an input to predict the ideal γ value for compressed encoding, however
many factors, such as GOP structure, would affect the model.
Figure 6.5 presents the coding performance of PTFp against the other tested methods
and using the metric introduced earlier. For both metrics, the results of PTFp closely
match those of PTFa demonstrating that the CNN is predicting high performing γ
values from the images. The average loss when compared with PTFa is 0.11 puPSNR
and 0.11 VDP for display-referred data, and 0.58 puPSNR for scene-referred data. PTFp
performed better than PTFa for scene-referred data when tested with HDR-VDP-2,
gaining 0.78 VDP. PTFp performs better than PQ, HLG and PTF4 for display-referred
data. For scene-referred data, PTFp performs better than HLG and PTF4 for HDR-VDP-
2, and better than PTF4 for puPSNR but 0.02 VDP lower than HLG. PQ results are not
presented for scene-referred data as the method cannot represent values > 10,000 cd/m2.
Table 6.1 presents precise numbers for the methods and metrics in a tabular format.
6.2.2.2 Performance
The feed-forward performance of the network is important as that determines how
quickly the network is able to generate adaptive γ parameters. The aim is to enable real-
time adaptive γ prediction, where real-time is classed as a rate in excess of 60 fps. The
network computations were executed on a Nvidia Geforce GTX1080 GPU using PyTorch.
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Figure 6.5: Coding performance in (a) HDR-VDP-2.2.1 and (b) puPSNR for PQ, HLG,
PTF4, PTFa, and PTFp when tested on 74 images selected from a dataset of 735 images.
The results for PQ on scene-referred data are not reported as the method is limited to
representing data of 10,000 cd/m2 or less.
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The testing fold was used for the performance analysis and contained 3-channel, 32-bit
floating-point RGB images at a resolution of 1920×1080. The network was capable of
predicting adaptive parameters in 15 ms discounting the time taken to load the images
into memory. This equates to 66.6 fps therefore achieving the aim. It should also be
noted that the network was not tuned for performance and further performance gains
can be expected as the network and surrounding processes are optimised. It is expected
that implementing the network in a C++ environment rather than PyTorch would
increase performance.
6.2.3 Analysis & Discussion
The results show that using a CNN can accurately predict the γ values required for
high-quality compression. The mean absolute error of the network after training was
0.303 however this loss has not significantly impacted the puPSNR and HDR-VDP-2
results produced when using predicted γ values. One hypothesis as to why the relatively
high error has not impacted performance is that some images are impacted much more
heavily by γ variation than others. If the error in prediction occurs only in images
where there is a broad range of high-quality parameters, then the quality metrics will
report a similar result. Another factor may be that although predicting a γ beneath
the optimal quickly causes a loss in quality, predicting a γ above the optimal does not
cause such a loss. Both of these factors can be seen in Figure 5.2.
The difference in γ and metric result between the optimal dataset produced by
PTFa and the predicted data used in PTFp is presented in Figure 6.6. As puPSNR
was the metric used to train PTFa, other than a single outlier, a close relationship
can be seen between a mis-prediction of γ, ∆γ, and a change in puPSNR, ∆puPSNR.
The relationship between ∆γ and ∆VDP is less distinct. In fact, in some cases a
significant change in γ results in a higher HDR-VDP-2 result. It should be noted
that the mis-prediction of γ is more extreme when the data is scene-referred, and the
resulting cost in terms of puPSNR is pronounced. Also, a significant loss of quality in
one metric does not necessarily relate to a loss in another metric. A good example of
this is the data point ∆VDP = −34.1, the mis-prediction in γ = −0.106, however the
change in puPSNR is only −0.056. The cause of this effect is not known as both metrics
correlate well with human perception [MDB+16a].
6.3 Conclusion & Future Work
The results show that using a CNN to predict γ values used in the compression of HDR
imagery by PTFp can result in high-quality compression. The error between the testing
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Figure 6.6: Analysis of how γ mis-prediction affects quality between the optimised
dataset and the predicted dataset. (a) shows how a change in γ results in a change
in puPSNR. (b) shows how a change in γ results in a change in VDP. Each point is
colour-coded to show which luminance level the result is from.
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dataset and the predicted γ values was 0.303. The loss in quality introduced when
predicting γ values from image content rather than optimising for compression was, for
the dataset used in this evaluation, 0.284% puPSNR for display-referred data, 1.02%
puPSNR for scene-referred data, 0.133% VDP for display-referred data and a gain of
1.04% VDP for scene-referred data. These losses are slight and PTFp outperforms the
other tested methods, PTF4, HLG and PQ for display-referred data across both metrics,
outperforms PTF4 on scene-referred data for both metrics and outperforms HLG on
scene-referred data for VDP. The computational speed up is in the region of four orders
of magnitude and sufficient to predict adaptive γ values in a real-time environment,
however there is an associated cost in terms of memory requirements.
This chapter has also shown that a regression model built from simple image statistics
does not have the ability to predict the γ values needed for high-quality compression.
This is evidenced by the high error between the testing dataset and the predicted γ
values of 1.06. A more complex machine learning method such as an ANN might be
able to learn a more accurate model using simple image statistics however it then incurs
the memory cost. Other potential avenues would be to include more statistics into the
dataset such as a histogram or an investigation into the features learned by the CNN
to create a more accurate regression model. These will be the topic of future work.
Another topic will be to include more information to the fully-connected stage of the
CNN such as the QP. This will allow the network to predict the ideal γ required for
specific quality settings instead of simply for base-band coding.
The results in this chapter show that machine learning, and specifically a CNN, can
be highly-accurate in predicting the γ parameters needed for high-quality compression.
This chapter introduced a new compression method based on a CNN, PTFp, which
outperforms other proposed methods in terms of quality for HDR video compression.
The γ values predicted by the proposed CNN result in near-optimal compression quality.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis has introduced an efficient and adaptable approach to HDR video compression.
The proposed method enables content, display and environmental adaption for HDR
video at a compression rate necessary for real-time encoding.
Chapter 3 introduced PTF, a novel approach to HDR video compression which an
evaluation concluded provides high-quality compression using computationally efficient
techniques. Chapter 4 reported a subjective evaluation which demonstrated the need
for compression capable of adapting to both the display and the ambient environment.
Chapter 5 developed a framework into which PTF can be extended to provide compres-
sion that adapts to the display and the ambient environment via the content. Finally,
Chapter 6 optimised the performance of content adaption by developing a deep learning
model to predict the adaption required for optimal compression performance based on
the content. This chapter presents a summary of the contributions presented by this
thesis and suggests directions for future work.
7.1 Efficient HDR Video Compression
An efficient, high-quality HDR video compression method was proposed in Chapter 3. It
provides improved objective quality when compared with other state-of-the-art methods
at a reduced computational cost. The method, PTF4, applies traditional power functions
to create high-quality compressed HDR video. The chapter presents a comprehensive
objective evaluation showing that the proposed method reduces the bit-rate required to
maintain quality by 4.8% over PQ and 33.2% over HLG, two leading methods in the
field.
Furthermore, power functions are computationally efficient, with a power-of-two
parameter requiring only a chain of products to decompress. The proposed method
only requires two multiplications per value to decompress HDR video. The method
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is shown to decompress HDR video frames at over 380 fps in a single-threaded CPU
implementation, 29.5 times faster than another state-of-the-art method and 1.5 times
faster than that achieved by using a look-up table without the associated memory
requirement. Due to its straightforward nature, this method is amiable to hardware
acceleration via a GPU or FPGA implementation.
The research question posed at the start of the chapter was answered by demon-
strating that high-quality video compression can be achieved with a straightforward
transfer function.
The proposed method contains a single parameter for which a range of values were
tested. The results recommend the integer value 4, as it provides high performance and
the best overall quality when tested with a range of sequences. The evaluation suggests
that a fixed transfer function might not result in the highest possible quality. It was
noted that this value could be adjusted and that some of the tested sequences suggest
other values might result in higher-quality compression.
7.2 Effects of Ambient Illumination and Peak Luminance
Chapter 3 made the assumption that the luminance of the content was fixed, whereas
Chapter 4 hypothesised that the necessary luminance might be a condition of the
ambient environment at the display. A subjective evaluation was performed involving 40
participants over a range of ambient illuminations and display luminances to ascertain
the dynamic range they were able to perceive. The environments tested were chosen to
reflect the locations where HDR displays might be used and ranged from the near-black
illumination of a theatre to the bright sunlight of an outdoor display. The participants
were asked to report the detail visible on three pre-prepared test charts each containing
a different task. For each group of participants, the experiment was performed at a
fixed ambient illumination but at a range of different display and test chart luminance
levels to understand how ambient illuminance affects what is perceivable.
The main effect of the peak luminance of the display was found to be significant
(p < 0.01) across all three conditions and likewise, the main effect of the ambient
illumination was found to be significant (p < 0.01) across all three conditions. This
evaluation concluded that the dynamic range that can be perceived on a display is
dependent on the peak luminance of the screen and the ambient illumination of the
environment. From this, the required luminance for content of a given dynamic range
can be calculated from the ambient illumination. For the detail to be perceived, the
luminance of the content requires adaption based on the ambient environment at the
display.
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7.3 Adaptive Compression for Content, Display and En-
vironment
Chapter 5 demonstrated the benefits of adaptive content on HDR compression perform-
ance and proposed an extension to PTF which increases performance by optimising
the compression curve. It showed that as the luminance of the content is adjusted, the
optimal compression curve adapts along with it. However, it was also shown that a
single compression curve was not ideal for all content, and that adapting the curve
to the specific content could yield improvements. A framework was proposed that
allows features of the content, display and environment to be taken into account when
choosing the method of HDR compression. The method proposed in Chapter 3 was
extended to form PTFa, which utilises the framework to provide compression that
adapts to the luminance of the display and the content to provide improved quality.
(The environment is accounted for by adjusting the luminance of the content to ensure
the detail is visible.) The method utilises a function minimisation algorithm to search for
the optimal compression curve. The implementation proposed minimised the reciprocal
of the puPSNR metric.
The proposed extension was evaluated on a dataset of 147 images from a range of
sources, graded to 4 display-referred luminance levels and the scene-referred luminance.
The adaptive method was evaluated against PTF4, PTF8, PQ and HLG using puPSNR
and HDR-VDP-2. The results showed that PTFa exhibited improved objective quality
over the tested methods at all luminance levels and across both metrics. The puPSNR
result was 2.2% higher than PTF4 and the HDR-VDP-2 result was 3.5% higher for
display-referred data. This demonstrated the robust nature of the proposed method
as it did not overfit the compression curve to puPSNR and exhibited improved quality
when tested with HDR-VDP-2. This chapter showed that adapting the compression
method to the content, ambient environment and luminance of the display improves
compression.
The evaluation also revealed some other interesting aspects such as the propensity
of the compression curve to become more aggressive as the luminance of the content
increased, likewise the compression curve became more aggressive as the content was
encoded at a lower bit-rate. Both of these effects demonstrate the need for adaptive
compression.
Chapter 5 suggested solutions to the performance penalty incurred by using an
iterative optimisation method, and an investigation of one of these solutions formed the
basis of Chapter 6.
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7.4 Deep Learning for Adaptive Compression
Chapter 5 verified the improvements adaptive compression provides, while Chapter 6
made the technique practically applicable. The performance of display, environment
and content adaptive PTF was increased to that necessary for operation in a real-time
solution. Both regression using simple image statistics and deep learning models were
evaluated, however regression did not improve on the performance of a fixed compression
curve.
A convolution neural network (CNN) was trained with deep learning to predict
the curve for optimal compression when presented with content. The training dataset
was that produced by the evaluation in Chapter 5 which had calculated the optimal
compression curves. A CNN was employed as it allowed the features that are important
in predicting the optimal compression curve to be learned by the network, rather than
provided by pre-processing in the case of regression. The CNN also resulted in more
accurate predictions. The error in the predictions did not cause a particular drop in
objective quality as the evaluation showed. PTFp, the CNN based method, generally
experienced a slight loss in quality when compared with the optimal results from PTFa,
however in one instance it showed improved quality over PTFa. Overall, the method
resulted in a higher objective quality than the remaining tested methods.
The benefits of adaption were made broadly applicable with the increase in compu-
tational performance afforded by the prediction of compression parameters by a CNN.
In feed-forward operation, the CNN could predict curve parameters from the content to
provide high-quality compression in 15 ms for 1920×1080 HDR images. The CNN has
increased the performance of adaptive compression by four orders of magnitude with
little cost in compression quality.
7.5 Contributions
This thesis set out to answer the following research question:
Can the quality of computationally efficient High Dynamic Range video
compression be improved by adapting to the environment and display?
The primary contribution of the thesis is an answer to this overarching question. The
work has shown that adaptive HDR video compression is possible in a computationally
efficient manner using the methods and techniques developed. The further contributions
of this thesis are as follows:
1. A novel HDR video compression method providing improved objective quality at
reduced computational cost (Chapter 3).
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2. A subjective evaluation involving 40 participants to demonstrate the impact of
ambient illumination of the detail perceived on an HDR display (Chapter 4). It
showed that for HDR to be perceived in bright ambient conditions, a display must
have a high peak luminance.
3. A compression method that adapts to the content, display luminance and the
ambient environment at the display to provide the optimal compression (Chapter 5).
The method demonstrated improved quality across multiple metrics showing the
proposed method is a robust form of adaption.
4. An adaptive compression method that uses deep learning to predict the ideal
compression curve from the content, display luminance and ambient environment
(Chapter 6). The CNN was capable of predicting compression curves at over
60 fps, four orders of magnitude faster than the full optimisation, enabling content
adaptive compression at real-time frame rates.
7.6 Limitations
The research in this thesis is only concerned with the investigation of power functions
due to the inherent ease of implementation and straightforward numerical analysis they
provide. It is probable that other classes of function could be employed to similar
or greater effect. This thesis has shown that power functions provide high quality
compression with minimal computational cost. However, the straight line that they
produce through contrast sensitivity plots fits the human visual system only to a point,
as they provide unnecessary detail in the darker regions of the image. The techniques
of adaption that were developed efficiently using PTF could be employed on other
functions to produce similar benefits.
This thesis demonstrated that the proposed predictive model produces high quality
compression, it did not extend to evaluating the model using video footage. While
predicted γ parameters could be applied individually to each video frame, this may in-
troduce flickering which would reduce the compression efficiency. Temporally smoothing
the predicted parameter could reduce this effect. Alternatively, this could be achieved
by using a single predicted parameter for each scene or group of pictures (GOP).
7.7 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has raised a number of further questions and directions
for study. This section will discuss those avenues.
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7.7.1 Subjective evaluation
Although the objective metrics used to evaluate the methods proposed in this thesis have
been shown to correlate highly with subjective tests [HBP+15; MDB+16a], a subjective
evaluation of the proposed methods (PTF, PTFa, PTFp) would provide more evidence
regarding the quality of the solutions proposed and further improve the confidence in
the objective results.
Adaptive compression promises to ensure that the range and detail in the content
is visible irrespective of the ambient illumination. A subjective experiment to test
this hypothesis would be beneficial in promoting HDR content in a wider range of
environments. This evaluation would also provide valuable data on the performance
of compression curves under ambient illumination and test the hypothesis that the
adaptive technique proposed in Chapters 5 and 6 improve quality.
7.7.2 Extended adaption
While the adaptive method proposed in Chapter 5 takes into account the ambient
illumination via the peak luminance of the content and the content itself, it does not
take into account properties of the encoding environment such as the bit-depth, chroma
sub-sampling, the encoded bit-rate or quality parameter, or the encoder itself. The
chapter showed that the quality parameter has an effect on the ideal compression
curve, so it is expected that other encoder settings would have an effect on the ideal
curve also. Chapter 3 demonstrated that bit-depth did not appear to affect the ideal
compression curve, however in light of the work performed in later chapters this should
be investigated further.
The adaption proposed took a single input, the content, and produced a single output.
Increasing the adaption to all of the proposed parameters would greatly increase the
time required to calculate the optimal parameters. However, with the model proposed,
it would be a one time cost which could be used as an input to the CNN. The model
may then be able to predict the appropriate curve given all of the parameters.
7.7.3 Improved regression
Regression techniques and artificial neural networks (ANNs) both offer computational
performance benefits over CNNs. If a model could be developed using either of these
methods, the computational performance of adaptive compression could be increased
further, potentially to the point of enabling the technique to operate in hardware. One
potential strategy that could be used to improve the quality of either regression or an
ANN would be to extract the image features that the CNN has learnt to calculate them
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explicitly.
7.8 Final Remarks
During the course of this study, HDR video compression has moved from an academic
research area to an industry standard. However, outstanding problems remain. An
evaluation has shown that for HDR to be perceivable in many common usage scenarios,
a higher peak luminance is needed than is typically available via commodity displays.
The proposed PTFa adaptive compression method has been designed to provide optimal
compression in variable ambient conditions where other methods may be impacted.
PTFp has accelerated the adaptive method such that it can be used in a real-time system,
enabling the use of adaptive compression in live broadcast environments. Furthermore,
the work in the thesis provides information on how compression methods respond to
changing environments and the adjustments that are needed to maintain the highest
possible quality. This thesis provides a step towards taking HDR out of a dark room
and in to the living room.
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Appendix A Warwick Dataset
Figure A.1: Images used for evaluation of γ variation at a selection of bit-depths.
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Figure B.1: Rate distortion characteristics showing how the different HDR video
compression methods perform on a variety of sequences. The rate is measured in output
bits per pixel (BPP) and the distortion as a puPSNR. Figures are presented with a
logarithmic x axis to improve clarity.
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Figure B.2: Rate distortion characteristics showing how the different HDR video
compression methods perform on a variety of sequences. The rate is measured in
output bits per pixel (BPP) and the distortion as a PSNR. Figures are presented with
a logarithmic x axis to improve clarity.
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Appendix C Ethical Approval for Am-
bient Illumination Experiment
The data collection for the experiment presented in Chapter 4 was conducted by
INESC TEC at Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro (UTAD), Vila Real,
Portugal. This appendix contains a letter from Dr Maximino Bessa, the head of the
laboratory, confirming that the relevant ethical approval was obtained for the experiment.
Subsequent ethical approval for the transfer of the collected data from Portugal to
Warwick and further analysis was sought and granted from the University of Warwick.
This approval, BSREC REGO-2018-2184, is included in this appendix. UTAD was
chosen as the venue for the experiment as the SIM2 display was available, and bright
sunshine was easily obtained for the required ambient light levels.
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Proposal: Data Analysis of Perceptible Detail in Natural
Environments
Jonathan Hatchett
10th April 2018
1 Summary
This document presents a proposal for the secondary analysis of previously collected data for publication.
The data involves an evaluation performed by human participants who were asked to report the amount
of detail they could perceive on a display at a range of brightnesses and ambient illuminations.
This evaluation was performed at Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro1 (UTAD) in Vila Real,
Portugal in May 2017 and was covered by ethical approval granted to INESC TEC2. The consent form
was produced in Portuguese and is included in Section 8. This application is for the data sharing required
to analyse the results by members of the University of Warwick working on collaborative publications
with academics at UTAD.
The data to be transferred will contain the ages, genders and responses of each participant. The ages
and genders will only be used to ensure a broad cross section of the population is sampled.
2 Background
High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging has the potential to capture, store, process, transmit, and display
the full range of light in a scene [3]. No stage in the image processing pipeline will require information
be discarded, which typically manifests as under- or over-exposed pixels in the image. The information
provided by HDR imagery is applicable to a broad range of scenarios, such as film and television, medical
imaging and manufacturing. The information provided by HDR imaging can equal, or even exceed,
that which is perceptible by the human visual system (HVS) with, or without, adaption to the ambient
illumination [3].
The detail provided by HDR imaging has been the focus of previous studies [9], however traditionally,
studies on the use of HDR imagery have been conducted in dark environments [1, 6, 10] to ensure that
the provided detail in the imagery is visible. However, there have been no studies presented to date
that investigate the amount of detail visible under brighter ambient illuminations. Conditions of up to
700 lx [11] and peak brightnesses of up to 20,000 cd/m2 [6] have been tested, but not in combination. In
environments such as those found outdoors, the ambient illumination can greatly exceed any previously
tested.
An experiment in which participants watched HDR video on an HDR display under different ambient
illuminations showed that visual fatigue was not a particular problem [11]. There was, however, a
significant difference in the choice of brightness and contrast depending on the lighting conditions. The
two experiments were conducted on a display with a peak luminance of 4,000 cd/m2 and a black level of
<0.001 cd/m2 at seven ambient illuminations. <0.01, 0.75, 8.5, 28 and 74 lx in the first and, <0.01, 70
and 700 lx in the second.
Daly et al. [6] conducted an experiment in a dark room that showed for diffuse imagery the average
preferred range of display was between 0.1 to 650 cd/m2. However to satisfy 90% of the population the
diffuse range should be between 0.005 to 3,000 cd/m2 and greater than 20,000 cd/m2 for highlights [5].
The collected data evaluates both an increased peak brightness and an in brighter ambient illumination
than previous studies.
1https://www.utad.pt/en/
2https://www.inesctec.pt/en/
1
Application Typical ambient
illumination (lx)
Home theatre [8] ∼0
Advised home environment viewing conditions [8] 200
Inside on a sunny day 3,000
Hotel pool bar 80,000
Table 1: The ambient illuminance of locations for some target applications for HDR displays.
3 Aims/Objectives
The aim of this experiment is to analyse the dynamic range that can be perceived by the HVS under a
range of real-world ambient illuminations and display brightnesses. The hypothesis is that in conditions
such as outdoors on a sunny day, where the ambient illumination can reach 80,000 lx [4], a higher peak
display luminance will allow a greater amount of information in the image to be perceived. To evaluate
the dynamic range that can be perceived in the ambient illuminations proposed, a display is required
that can output a wide range of luminances. The display chosen for the experiment was a prototype
HDR display developed by SIM2 [12]. It was chosen for it’s ability of accurately emitting images from
0.05 cd/m2 to 10,000 cd/m2, no other displays capable of outputting this range of luminance are available.
The motivation behind the experiment and the reason for considering environments covering a large
range of lighting conditions was to simulate the wide variety of locations in which HDR displays could be
employed in the future. Table 1 shows a selection of typical ambient illuminations at potential locations
for HDR displays. Should HDR displays become ubiquitous, it can be expected that they will find
application in a wide variety of environments, such as an advertising display in a shopping centre and the
bar next to a hotel pool.
4 Data Sharing
The data was recorded and will be transferred in a pseudonymised format containing the age and gender
of the participants along with their responses to the stimuli. The data will be sent in an Excel spreadsheet
attached to an email encrypted with SSL and transmitted between the email servers of the UTAD and the
University of Warwick. Once received, the pseudonymised data will be stored on University of Warwick
computers. Only the primary researcher and supervisors will have access to the data transferred from
Portugal.
The primary researcher and their supervisors will analyse the data on University of Warwick computers
in the IDL, WMG, central campus. The analysis performed on the data will be repeated measured
factorial ANOVA to identify if the dependent variables are affected by the independent variables. Further
processing of the data will be use non-linear regression to fit a curve to the data and perform k-fold
validation to ensure the fit is robust. The data will be kept in digital format only for 10 years from the
date of transfer or until all research is completed using the data, whichever is sooner.
The study will be published in collaboration with the Portuguese University. Researchers from both
Warwick and UTAD will be authors on the publication. The anonymised post-analysis data will be
available to the researchers from the Portuguese University to allow them to edit the publication. There
is no formal link between the researchers at Warwick and Portugal. This is a collaborative effort only.
5 Design/Methodology
To evaluate the amount of detail that can be perceived on a display of a given brightness and in a certain
ambient environment, the participants were asked to report the visibility of details on a number of test
charts. Each chart had the perceptible details displayed at a range of brightnesses, it is expected that the
number of details visible will decrease at the ambient illumination increases. This is due to the adaption
of the eye to the environment and therefore no longer being able to perceive details which are more similar
2
(a) Squares: patches separated by 1.5
stops.
(b) Ayres: circles with a peak lu-
minance of 20 stops above the back-
ground.
(c) Bars: luminance ramp containing
30 gradations separated by 1 stop
each.
Figure 1: Test charts for use in the proposed experiment. The charts were graded at a range of different
luminances, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 cd/m2. Here they have been tone-mapped for presentation.
Squares and Ayres show example patterns as the layout was randomised.
to the background shade of the chart. The details will be marked down on paper and the participants
will be sitting the experiment in groups.
The experiment comprised of three tasks designed to determine the range visible on displays at
simulated luminances under various ambient illuminations. These tasks were as follows:
Squares: participants are asked to count the number of squares;
Ayres: participants are asked to give the orientation of the circles on Ayres charts [2].
Bars: participants are asked to identify the minimum and maximum bars they can discern;
Each task has an associated with a test chart, these are shown in Section 5.1.
These tasks have been selected as they can be conducted efficiently and provide robust results. In
addition, the Ayers chart has been used previously to successfully evaluate the dynamic range of an HDR
display [9]. The results of the three tasks under different ambient conditions are the dependent variables
of the experiment.
The tasks were performed under two varying conditions corresponding to the two independent variables
in the experiment. The first independent variable, brightness, will be within-participants and is the
luminance of the display. Five conditions were considered: 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 cd/m2. All
luminance levels will be simulated on the same display by adjusting the maximum output brightness.
The second independent variable, ambient, a between-participants independent variable, represents the
ambient illumination in the environment. The conditions: 0, 200, 3,000 and 80,000 lx will be considered.
These represent no light, an indoor artificially lit working environment, an indoor sunlit (but not directly)
environment, and a sunny outdoor environment respectively. The ambient illumination will be measured
using a calibrated luminance meter placed in front of the display and illuminances within 1% of the target
outdoor brightness will be considered acceptable. The experiment had a duration of 5 minutes and the
luminance measured again at the end to ensure consistency. If the luminance differs from that recorded at
the beginning of the condition, the results will be discarded and the condition rerun. Participants will view
all brightness conditions for a single given ambient condition. This consists of 3 tasks at 5 brightnesses,
each shown for 15 seconds, with a 5 second 100 cd/m2 grey screen displayed between resulting in the 5
minute duration. The order of the tasks and brightnesses was permuted between each set of participants.
5.1 Materials
For each of the three dependent variables, a set of test charts were prepared and graded at a range of
luminances, shown in Figure 1. The luminances chosen were 8,000, 4,000, 2,000, 1,000 and 500 cd/m2,
reducing in steps of one stop. The first chart, shown in Figure 1a, contained 16 square luminance patches,
the brightest patch shown at the peak luminance of the display with the intensity of each successive
patch reduced by 1.25 stops to cover a 20 stop range. The patches were displayed on four rows with four
patches on each row along with a single black patch; the order of the patches on each row was randomised
so as not to allow the prediction of the location of a patch. The goal of the task was to report the number
of visible patches.
The second chart, shown in Figure 1b, contained 20 Ayres circles with varying contrast on a grey
background [2], the first row contained 10 smaller circles while the second and third rows contained 5
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Parameter HDR Display
Brand SIM2 Multimedia
Model HDR47ES6MB prototype
Form Factor 47 ”
Static Contrast Ratio 185,000 : 1
Resolution 1,920× 1,080
Viewing Angle ±85◦
Peak Luminance 10,000 cd/m2
Table 2: Details of the display used in the evaluation.
larger circles. Each was comprised of a dark circle with a light stripe through the middle. Each circle
was presented at one of three possible orientations, −30◦, 0◦, 30◦, chosen randomly. The circles were
displayed over a range of contrasts, the strip in the highest contrast circle was chosen to be the peak
luminance of the chart and was 20 stops lighter than the grey background, the dark region was chosen to
be 20 stops darker than the background. Each successive circle has a lightness and darkness 2 stops less
than the previous giving 20 stops above and beneath the grey background. The goal of the task was to
correctly report the orientation of the circle.
The third chart, shown in Figure 1c, contained 30 full-height bars descending in 1 stop steps from
8,000 cd/m2. The chart was clamped at the peak luminance required for the grading. Each bar was
annotated with a number and the goal of the task was to write down the number corresponding to the
first and last perceptually differentiable bar allowing the calculation of the number of stops visible.
The SIM2 display was used at five different luminance levels: 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 cd/m2
and is capable of a black level of <0.05 cd/m2. Full details of the display are shown in Table 2.
5.2 Environment
As the purpose of this experiment is to assess how perception is effected by the environment, four proposed
environment will be presented.
The environments share common features however, the 47 ” HDR display will be placed approximately
2meters from the participants. The participants will be sitting in small groups of five, in two rows so
each has an unencumbered view of the display and is within the viewing angle of the display to ensure no
loss of luminance information.
The ∼ 0 lx condition will be conducted in a controlled indoor environment with matt black walls, no
windows or room lighting, the only illumination will be provided by the display. The 200 lx condition
will be conducted in the controlled indoor environment with the adjustable room lighting set to provide
the correct ambient illuminance. The 3,000 lx condition will be conducted in a semi-controlled outdoor
environment, under shade on a sunny day. Illuminance measurement will be taken with a light meter to
ensure the validity of the results. The 80,000 lx condition will be conducted in a semi-controlled outdoor
environment, in direct sunlight. A cloudless sunny day will be used to ensure consistent lighting during
the duration of the experiment. Illuminance measurement will be taken with a light meter to ensure the
validity of the results.
5.3 Procedure
Participants were briefed on the method of the experiment and any questions they might have were
answered. Then they were introduced to the environment in which their conditions took place and asked
to take a seat, ensuring that they can see the entirety of the display. They were also asked to ensure their
vision was corrected to normal if required. Each participant was handed a sheet of paper on a clipboard
and a pen in order to report their results. The response questionnaire is shown in Section 9. A brief
training run was performed to ensure they were happy with the reporting procedure and understand what
was required for each of the test charts. The luminance of the display and illuminance of the environment
were noted at this point. Software then displayed the permutation of the images for the experiment on
the display and the participants asked to mark down what they can perceive. When all the images have
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been displayed the luminance and illuminance were measured again to ensure they remain consistent. If
each participant is happy with what they have reported they were thanked for their time and informed
that the experiment is complete.
5.4 Participants
To cover all of the conditions, 20 participants were required, however higher numbers would increase the
strength of the results upon analysis. Therefore each condition was run twice, and 40 people participated.
The minimum age criteria for participant eligibility was 18 years and above and all participants will have
normal or corrected to normal vision. In an ideal scenario, the distribution between males and females
would be equal and from a wide ranging demographic distribution.
5.4.1 Recruitment strategy
The participants were selected from the Department of Computer Science at the University of Trás-os-
Montes and Alto Douro in Vila Real, Portugal. The participants were recruited through announcements
after lectures. If the participant agreed to take part in the experiment they were asked to sign a consent
form, personal information is only be kept to remove the participant should they withdraw their consent
at any stage up to publication.
5.5 Analysis
The aim of this experiment is to determine if the independent variables brightness and ambient affect
the dependent variables, bars, squares and Ayres. The results, therefore, will be analysed with repeated
measured factorial ANOVA and corrections such as Greenhouse-Geisser and Bonferroni applied if necessary.
It is hoped that the resulting F-value will reject the null hypothesis for a given p-value and therefore the
inference can be drawn that the independent variables affect the dependent variables.
6 Ethical Considerations
The experiment will be conducted keeping all ethical considerations in mind including the right to
withdraw at any moment during the evaluation. The results of the participant who withdraws from the
test will not be retained or used in any way.
6.1 Informed Consent
Informed consent was acquired from each participant before the start of the experiment by means of a
thorough briefing including a short training session and a consent letter in addition to a verbal description
of the experiments aims and proceedures as in accordance with Portuguese ethical standards.
6.2 Participant confidentiality
The experiment has been designed in such a way that the data analysis will be anonymous and any bias
eliminated. Identifying information will only be kept to exercise the right of withdrawal. The evaluation
does not require any case studies or personal interviews.
6.3 Data security
Since the experiment does not include any case studies or personal interviews, the data collected will not
be sensitive in any way. Additionally, care will be taken such that the collected data does not serve any
other interests except for further research in this field. At Warwick, the data will only be accessible to
authorised personnel, specifically the student conducting the experiment and the research supervisor.
5
7 Other Considerations
7.1 Right of withdrawal
No data is stored if the participant decides to withdraw from the experiment midway. In case the
participant decides to opt out of the experiment after the completion of the test, their responses will be
shredded without further analysis.
7.2 Process of sensitive disclosures
Not applicable.
7.3 Benefits and risks
The psychophysical experiment will be of great benefit to the field of HDR imaging. The perceptibility of
HDR imagery is frequently assumed to be uneffected by the ambient environment and little consideration
is gone into this aspect of display. The results could well guide the development of future HDR displays
and could provide the information required to reduce power consumption while maintaining perceptual
quality. The results may also be used to improve the quality of future HDR video compression methods
as the amount of information that can be perceived can be predicted at the time of compression.
The risks of participating in this experiment are expected to be minimal. The participant will be asked
to sit in a room and view information presented on a display. While the display is brighter than those
usually viewed, at 10,000 cd/m2 the peak brightness of the display is dimmer than a fluorescent lamp [13]
and far less than the 8,000,000 cd/m2 where retinal damage may become possible [7]. If the participant
feels uncomfortable viewing the display then they will be required to discontinue the experiment without
delay.
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8 Consent Form
 
 
Folha de Consentimento 
 
Propósito 
O propósito não pode ser divulgado, pois esta informação pode alterar os dados recolhidos. No 
final da experiência, o sujeito é esclarecido. 
 
Participantes 
Os participantes são voluntários que se ofereceram para efetuar a experiência. 
 
Confidencialidade 
A informação recolhida apenas é identificada por um “ID” atribuído aleatoriamente. 
 
Procedimento 
O procedimento pode variar de teste para teste. As instruções vão sendo dadas ao longo do 
desenvolvimento das tarefas. 
 
Benefícios 
Os participantes não vão receber quaisquer benefícios pela realização da experiência. 
 
Riscos 
O procedimento não causa qualquer tipo de lesões e já foi utilizado em estudos previamente 
realizados. 
 
Compensação 
Não está prevista nenhuma compensação. Eventualmente, após a realização da experiência os 
participantes podem ter acesso a um momento de debriefing com acesso gratuito a bebidas (não 
alcoólicas) e algum tipo de snack. 
 
Desistência 
A participação neste estudo é completamente voluntária. Os voluntários não estão vinculados a 
nenhuma obrigação, estes podem terminar o teste quando o desejarem. 
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Questões ou Dúvidas posteriores 
Em caso de dúvidas sobre qualquer um dos tópicos anteriormente descritos, pode enviar um 
email ao investigador para: mcmelo@inesctec.pt 
 
Declaração 
Fui informado sobre os objetivos deste projeto, assim como dos procedimentos envolvidos nesta 
experiência. Eu reservo o direito de abandonar a experiência em qualquer fase da mesma e a não 
ser com o meu consentimento para a sua utilização, toda a informação previamente obtida é 
destruída ou a minha identidade retirada. 
 
Assinatura: _______________________________________ 
 
Data: ___/___/___ 
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9 Response Questionnaire
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www.warwick.ac.uk 
PRIVATE 
Mr Jonathan Hatchett  
WMG 
University of Warwick  
Coventry 
CV4 7AL 
 
 
 
09 May 2018 
 
 
Dear Mr Hatchett, 
 
Study Title and BSREC Reference: Psychophysical Evaluation of Perceptible Detail in 
Natural Environments REGO-2018-2184 
 
 
Thank you for submitting the above-named project to the University of Warwick Biomedical 
and Scientific Research Ethics Committee for research ethical review.   
 
I am pleased to advise that research ethical approval is granted.   
  
In undertaking your study, you are required to comply with the University of Warwick’s 
Research Data Management Policy, details of which may be found on the Research and 
Impact Services’ webpages, under “Codes of Practice & Policies” » “Research Code of 
Practice” » “Data & Records” » “Research Data Management Policy”, at: 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ris/research_integrity/code_of_practice_and_policies/res
earch_code_of_practice/datacollection_retention/research_data_mgt_policy  
 
You are also required to comply with the University of Warwick’s Information Classification 
and Handling Procedure, details of which may be found on the University’s Governance 
webpages, under “Governance” » “Information Security” » “Information Classification and 
Handling Procedure”, at: 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/gov/informationsecurity/handling. 
Investigators should familiarise themselves with the classifications of information defined 
therein, and the requirements for the storage and transportation of information within the 
different classifications: 
 
Information Classifications: 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/gov/informationsecurity/handling/classifications  
Handling Electronic Information: 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/gov/informationsecurity/handling/electronic/ 
Handling Paper or other media 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/gov/informationsecurity/handling/paper/. 
 
Please also be aware that BSREC grants ethical approval for studies. The seeking and 
obtaining of all other necessary approvals is the responsibility of the investigator 
 
 These other approvals may include, but are not limited to: 
1. Any necessary agreements, approvals, or permissions required in order to comply 
with the University of Warwick’s Financial Regulations and Procedures. 
2. Any necessary approval or permission required in order to comply with the University 
of Warwick’s Quality Management System and Standard Operating Procedures for 
the governance, acquisition, storage, use, and disposal of human samples for 
research. 
3. All relevant University, Faculty, and Divisional/Departmental approvals, if an 
employee or student of the University of Warwick. 
4. Approval from the applicant’s academic supervisor and course/module leader (as 
appropriate), if a student of the University of Warwick. 
5. Health Research Authority (HRA) approval for research studies undertaken in NHS 
Trusts (previously NHS R+D approval). 
6. NHS Trust Clinical Audit Approval, for clinical audit studies undertaken in NHS 
Trusts. 
7. Approval from Departmental or Divisional Heads, as required under local procedures, 
within Health and Social Care organisations hosting the study. 
8. Local ethical approval for studies undertaken overseas, or in other HE institutions in 
the UK. 
9. Approval from Heads (or delegates thereof) of UK Medical Schools, for studies 
involving medical students as participants. 
10. Permission from Warwick Medical School to access medical students or medical 
student data for research or evaluation purposes. 
11. NHS Trust Caldicott Guardian Approval, for studies where identifiable data is being 
transferred outside of the direct clinical care team. Individual NHS Trust procedures 
vary in their implementation of Caldicott guidance, and local guidance must be 
sought. 
12. Any other approval required by the institution hosting the study, or by the applicant’s 
employer. 
 
There is no requirement to supply documentary evidence of any of the above to BSREC, but 
applicants should hold such evidence in their Study Master File for University of Warwick 
auditing and monitoring purposes. You may be required to supply evidence of any 
necessary approvals to other University functions, e.g. The Finance Office, Research & 
Impact Services (RIS), or your Department/School. 
 
May I take this opportunity to wish you success with your study, and to remind you that any 
Substantial Amendments to your study require approval from BSREC before they may be 
implemented.   
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
pp.  
 
 
Dr David Ellard 
Chair 
Biomedical and Scientific 
Research Ethics Sub-Committee
Biomedical and Scientific 
Research Ethics Sub-Committee 
Research & Impact Services 
University of Warwick 
Coventry, CV4 8UW. 
E: BSREC@Warwick.ac.uk 
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/
ris/research_integrity/researchethics
committees/biomed 
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